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The Howard University Board of
Trustees last week approved an 8. 7
percent increase in tuition and an 10.5
percent increase in housing for the 199192 academic year. This increase repre·
sents the 11th-consecutive year tuition
has risen and more than triples 1980's
registration cost of S1750.
Beginning next year, tuition will be
SS,825 for undergraduate students and
$6,625 for graduate students. For stu·
dents enrolled in the College of Medi·
cine, tuition will be S10,27S and for
stu<Jents enrolled in the School of Law,
tuition will be $7,725- an increase of
$475 and $525 respectively.

Parents who have children stationed In the Persian Gulf gathered at the White House Saturday. Some had given up on
a human resolve to the conflict.

Could Colin Powell
be the next President?

Minorities In the military

Here's how the U .S . torcae In the gutf break down by
race/ethnicity. Blacka ma1<• up about 12% of the general
population and Hlapanlce about .S% :

-
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8.7% tuition increase
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The Board cited rising costs of con·
struction, utilities, maintenance, security
and operations, and the need for addi·
tional student housing as the reason.for
the increase.
''We were concerned about the in·
crease,'' said University President
Frilnklyn Jenifer. ''We have always
kept our tuition rates as affordable as we
can in order to provide access to higher
education for students of high academic
potential, and we will continue to do
so."
"At the same time, however, we

/

recognize that quality is the only true
measure of success in educating our
student.$&Dd in helping them acquire the

knowledge and skills needed to take
see TUITION, page 7

Employee stages
• •
prolcslatA-B
54-year-old woman claims age discrimination

t

By LEE MICHAEL KATZ
Special to the Hilltop •
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As the world watches his brie fir1gs
on Operation Desert Storm, Gen.
Colin Powell launched a smooth.

steady TV offensive in the military
and propaganda war against Iraq .
Powell cl1arn1ed an agitaled press
c9rps that was see1hing at the

Pentagon's information squeeze. He
even v.·on laughter at one point.
urging, ''Trust me. trust me!'' \11hen
sho"ring an admitted!}' ''laundered''
slide or classified bombing damage .

The chairman of the Joint Chiefs
of Staff has consistently appeared in

public as a cool. tough-talking military man .
His perrorn1ance has only accel.erated talk that Po\\·ell. a 32-year
mi!itar)' officer, is presidential timber when he retires.

J\nd if Operation Desert Slorm ultimatCly is seen as a success. he n1ay well
gain. the k~nd of celebrity status acci;>rded past military heroes such as
Dwight Eisenhower and Douglas
MacArthur.
Political a11alys1 Norman Ornstein
says Powell's voter appeal is ''rising
throJJgh !he roof, througl1 the stars and
out into the stratosphere.''
' <\Vi1hou1 much exaggeration.·· says
Ornstein, ''we n1ay be lalking about anothtr phenon1e11on more like
Eisenhower than any other military
figure.'' He notes tl1a1 Powell ''has been
a favorite in Republican circles for a
long time ."
The most widely touted scenario has
Powell emerging as a populist presidential candidate in:9l996 - if President
Bush hasn't already turned to him lo
replace Vice Preside nt Dan Quayle in

By CVDNEY K. JONES
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Education levels of recruits
There la a higher percentage of high achool graduates among
military recruits than the cMlian populatbn.
~
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Attended college
Kalh Cart•r, USA TODAY

see POWELL, page 7

War dominates President's State of the Union Address
NAACP Director Benja1nin Hooks oi1traged at Bush's brief mention of civil rights issues
By JOUNICE L. NEALY
Hilltop Staff Reporter

President George Bush told a joint
Congress in a tightly-secured Capitol
Tucsda)' night that he '''iii ''once again
press the Congress to strengthen the

laws against employn1e nt discri111ination without resorting to th,e use of unfair hiring prac1iccs."
Even though Bush. in his State of the
Union Address which was dominated
b)' the issue of " 'ar in the P~rsian Gulf,
mentioned the importance of civil rights
in ensuring equal opportunity, Benjamin

Student re.5ponse
to Commission
report due today

INSIDE

By ROCHELLE TILLERY

I

HINtop Staff Reporter

April Silve"r, president of the Howard
University Student Association; sub·
mitted a preliminary report to President
Franklin G. Jenifer and the Board of
Trustees on Jan . 21 in response lo the
Howard University commission report
issued last semester.
The s' udents final report is due to
Jenifer on February 1. Jenifer said he
will then use the Comm ission's report,
the HUSA 's final report, and the individ ual responses from administration,
faculty, st udents and staff to create his
recommendations to the Board ·for
evaluation . .
Then on Mar. 2, Silver and Jenifer
will present their final proposals to the
Bo8rd. The Board will then take the

,

.s00 REPORT, page 7
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Ho1vard Style

'
• H.U students
dress to impress
on campus.

See page Bl

Potlzole terror
•Automobiles put at risk
because of D.C. !;lreets
See page A2

Close
but.,,
'

Bison keep coming close but
0
home losi1lg streak continues .
see page B7

u...,.

Hooks. executive director of NAACt
said lhat domestic issues need 10 be
addressed urgently.
''We were dismayed 1ha1 oul of the
96 paragraphs in the President's speech.
only one was vaguely devoted to the
issue of civil rights," Hooks said in a
press conference Thursday morning.

Outlining his views of a ''new
world order'' in an upbeat address,
Bush declared the nation successful
in foreign and domestic affairs.
''If anyone tells you America 's
best days arc behind her, they're

see Bush, page 7

The protest that took place in front of
the Administration Building last
Thurstlay was unlike any protest this
campus has seen. There was one sign
and one prOtester. The protester's name
was Early Doss and she was accusing
the university of sex and age discrimination.
Doss. S4, who has been the director
of Cash Management and Assistant
Treasurer at Howard for the past eight
years, claimed the university was guilty
of violating Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC) regulations.
In April 1990, Doss filed an EEOC
complaint against the university.• The
EEOC complaint was investigated and
the university was cleared of any violations.
"A 36 year-old male was made my
supervisor who has never had any work
experience at a university. This is a
prime case of sex and age discrimination,'' said Doss.
According to Doss, Robert Hagans,
vice-president for Asset Management,
was hired as her immediate supervisor
to replace William J. Wilson Jr.
"I'm protesting to let people know
what is going on here. There arc other
people who are being disaiminated
against but arc afraid to speak out,"
Doss said.

The problems began in August 1989
when Doss and nine other employees
within the division of Business and Fiscal Affairs Department wrote a letter to
Dr. Carlton P. Alexis, former interim
· president, expressing their unhappiness
with the management practices of
Melvin Jones, vice-president for Business and Fiscal Affairs.
•
Asa result of the letter, on August 21,
1989, 11 employees met with Jones to
discuss their discontent. This meeting
was deemed unsuccessful and the group
requested to meet with interim president
Alexis. Dr. Alexis met with the employees on August 29, 1989, but ac·
cording to Doss, this meeting was also
unproductiYe.
o~ of the charges against Jones
outlined in the August 29, 1989
memorandum to Dr. Alexis was "Failure of Vice President to recognize that
his personal actions are disaiminatory,
resulting in a rash of equal opportunity
complaints against the Univeisity.''
"The university has a strict policy on
discussing personnel information,'' said
Jones, declining to comment on the
matter.
"Ms. DoM' EEOC investigation was
carried out fallowing proper procedures,
and there was no foundation found for
her claim,'' said Yvonne Walker, vicepresident of the Office of Human Resource Management.
Doss is currently on suspension for
non-compliance.
,

Director of Hotel Management Center dies
By MAJORIE F, HOOPER

job in serving the students enrolled in
this program," said Barron H. Harvey,

Special to the Hilltop

acting dean of the School of Business.

Former director of the Center for
Hotel/Motel Management Education
in the School of Business, Maurice C.
Williams, died on Jan . 26 after an
unexpected illness.
Lt. Col. Williams joined the
Howard University faculty in 1969 as
professor of military science and tac·
tics for eight years and chainnain of

the Military Science Dcpartmenl for
Army ROTC.
He left the university to become a
staff line manager for Metropolitan
Life Insurance Company, There he
remained for three years before re·
turning to Howard in 1977.
Williams then became assistant di·
rector of Insurance Education and
served for seven years in this position.
His last appointment in the School of
Business was as director of the hos·
pitality management program.
''Mr. Williams did an outstanding

''He worked tirelessly to increase the
enrollment and to gain internships and
mcanin&ful positions for them."
Dr. Gwynette P. Lacy, chairman of
the Department of Management, added
that Williams had "a genius for putting
toaethcr support programs and drew
heavily on his contl!ctS with industry in
both insurance and hoteVmotel management education centers."
Recent graduate Mia Daviller, president of her own international marketing
group, credited Williams with "exceptional devotion not only to our welfare
but that of everyone of his students.••
Alice Halyard, former administrative assistant, summarized Williams'
impact in years of service to Howard
University.

F

,

•

,

"I am sure that Insurance Education
and Hospitality alumni across the
country will remember his wisdom and
benevolence throughOut their careers,"
she said.

Maurice Wiiiiama Joined the Howard ftculty In 1969.
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BY JEANNIE MOORE
Hiiitop Staff Reporter
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Poor condition of Lot P may pose threat to automobiles

Pf-K)TOS BY JAMES BOLDEN

Potholes bring ·discontent
BY TRACIE VINSON
Hilltop Staff Reporter

I

Students may l1ave coine to expect
bu111p~· rides and pot -110\e infes ted
road,,· a~· s in the Distric t of Columbia:
ho,,·c,·er. the deteriorati11g condition of
1l1c dri,• e''' a~· leading to Betli une Hall
'has0 left more tl1a11 car stecri11g ou t
alig11111ent.
TJ1e recc.>nt da111age crea ted b)· 1i1e
la1c.>~I s110'' ' rc.>111oval effor1s have niacle
parki11g lot P i111ote rable in ·the opinio11
of rna11~· stude111s \\' !10 utilize tl1e lot .
S111dents ha,•e reql1es1ed i111n1ed ia te
reparation of tl1e roa d\va~· . bu~ re111ai 11
doubtful th at the repairs will be n1ade .
Ki111 Bod~· . a sopl1on1ore psyct1olog)'
ntajOr\\•l1oli,·es ir1Ue1hune \Vestthinks
it is "'di!-turbing·· 10 dri\ e O\'er potho les
and exposed bricks.
·· 11 ·s so aggra\'ati11g, and )' OU ca11 't
go arour1d the holes because th e}·'re so
n1.'.l11)' tif tl1en1 i11 tt1e dri,·e,,·a~· :· Bod)'
said .
1

ASide f n.\111 tl1e l1isl'tl111f1.lrl e 'l'ressed
b)' stude nls. 111;111)' arc 111ore \'\ll\l'er11ed
~ about tl1e po1c11ti.1\ d;1111age to 1l1cir :1uto111obiles.
··11 ,,·ears a11d 1c:1rs tl1e 1.·;1r :111ll '''C as
t. Ho,,·ard stude11ts sl1ould11 ' t l1;1\'e l o go
{ through thi s e,·er)'da}' ... nol to 111c11tio 11
the road can cause da111age to tl1e lhllto111
o f a car." she added.
''\Ve.II do e,·er)·tl1i11g tl1a1 is 11~cesS:II)' to prepare to fix 1l1e street. blil '''e
first ha\•e lo lake a look at it. thC11 v.·e ca11
start on getting ii repaired:· said Ed\Vard Pi11kard. assistant ,·ice-president
for ph)'Sical fac il i1ics n1a nagcn1cnt .
Soph o1n ore J:111a)' Johnson found a
n1aj or fa11lt \\' ith the drive\\·;1y conccrning the lo11gcvi l)' of the pavcn1e nl.
''The potholes in the driveway seem
to ha,·e been neglected for )'Cars and
since the n1ajority o f the road is n1adc of
bricks it n1akcs a person \\'Ondcr just
ho'v ]011g <Igo the street hi1s been fixed:'
she said.
~
''The c11tr<111cc/exit to the parki11g lot

BY DONNA LEE

soll1lio 11 .
The 111cc1i ng w<ts ad,1er1iscd ir1 the
prc,·ious t\vo 11 i Ilt0p issues. fli ers \VC re
Hilltop Staff Reporter
dis1rib11tcd <lftcr r-.1011da)' night 1 s basA n1ctropolitan Pol ice Departn1ent kc tb<1\ I gan1c. :incl fliers \Vere posted in
and Ho,,·ard campus communil)' Douglas Hall . Locke Hal l. Blackburn
n1cc1ing v.·as schcdl1 led to be held 011 Cc11 tcr. and Ho\\';1rd TO\\'Crs.
Jan . 29 tp discuss a11d collaborate
· Brov.'n S<lid ," 111thc f11ture. n1ce1ings
ideas on ho,,,. to con1b<1t crin1c. U11- \\ ill be advertisccl in The Hilltop and
1
fortunately. the 011ly persons in atthro ugh a te lcn1a rketi ng sys lcn1.'' The
tcndancc v.•cre a student reprcsenta- 1elcmarke ting syslem will co11sist of
ti,·c <ind the coordinator. This led students volunteering to telephone
\\1ijliam BrO\\'n. the Crin1e Preve11people in the ci1n1pus comn1unity to
11 011 Officer and coordinator. to be- inform th cn1 of vitrious crime prevenJievc thal Univcrsil)' men1bers were
tio11 progr<1n1 s. An)'One interested in
notconcc ri;icdabo utn1aking Ho,vard tclemark eti11g c;1n contact Tracey
a bet ter en\' ironmc11 t.
Knight. UGSAprogram director. al 806·· J-foward Univcrsi l)' co'mmuni1y 6918.
,,·ill never be able 10 say that security
'''<111 B<1tes, president of the School
nc\'Cr tried lo talk to them. But I of Con1n1unic:1tio11s, was the student
v.·ou ld Ii kc to stress that prO-act io11 reprcse11tativc \vho attended !he meeting.
today is "''Orth ten reactions to mor- He said he found out ab·out the mceling
row.'' Bro"·n said.
r tl1rough The Hilltop.
Brov.·n stressed Ho\\•ard UniverBates said he \vas tired of student
sit~' studen ts must understand that it apalh)', a11d stl1dcnt leaders who, far too
is too late to ask about security \Vhcn often. 0111)• ru11 for a particular office
they find thcn1selvcs vic timized by a bcc;.1usc it is the ··in'' 1hing to do or
,crin1e. Hcalsosaiditistooofte11th<1t bccal1sc th C)' wa11t to build a resun1e .
s1udc11ts want to react lo a crisis but ··s1udc11t leaders have to realize that
\\.•ait until the crisis crupls before when they arc a lc;1derthey have to stand
coming up with a problem sotvi11g. up and be the spoke sperson for the SIU·
1

r
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is in such disrepair that it is obvious that
no one has tried to mend it in several
)'ears.·· she added.
Mr . Jin1 Melenson, owner of
Melenson and Son construction company. said that the least expensive and
niost practical way to smooth the surfac.e
\vould be to blackt.op it .
··Tue blacktop surface would hold
n1ore support on top of the bricks, there
fore, it would not tear up as fast,"
Melenson said .
'' for this process to be taken underwa)' 1here would be a need for some
company in the asphalt business that bas
.a n1achine to lay it oul," he added.
Barbara Brown, a sophomore, zoolog)' major who resides in Bethune East,
thinks that even though thedamage is on
alitlle strip of road there should be some
action done.
'' It needs lo be repaved because if
you go out of the lot enough times the
cond itions will reflect on your car, ·•
Brown said .

dent population, he said.
Bates also said when studenl
leaders read in The Hilltop about a
young lady being atlacked or a
shooting taking place in front of a
dorm, they should remember that it
could have been them, so they need
to do all they can to lry to head off
these situations. Even if this requires
them to attend meetings to provide
student input . That's what student
leaders are supposed to do; that's
what they were elected to do.
Bates also said, ''Too often at
HUSA policy board meetings, there
have been times when we have
needed to conduct business, but be·
cause of a lack of sludent leader
participation we were not able to.
Students, in the end, arc the ones
who suffer.''
Bates said students need lo hold
their leaderS more accountable, and
student leaders should feel the need
lo participate in the Crime Prevention Programs. ''Once the shooting,
the mugging and the stabbing hit
home, ii is loo late ," said Bates.
The Howard University Campus

see Security, page A7

In this year's edition of Who's Who
Among Students in American Universities and Colleges, 99 students from
Howard University will find their names
posted.
The students were recommended lo
the National Office of Who's Who, located in Alabama, by Howard's Who's
Who Selection Comn1ittee after coinpleting the initial evaluation process.
According to Lynn Squires, Office
of Student Activities Programs Coordinator, the selection committee consists
of a student as well as faculty representative from each school, a representative from each student council, and a
representative from the Howard Uni-

group of people. scoring, you can account for any unknown biases that may
'
occur,''. Squires
said.
Graduate Student Assembly .
The two scores are added together
Once all the of applications from
interestect students are collected by the and divided by the number of group
deadline date, the committee is divided members, resulting in the final score for
into four different groups for evaluation . the applicant.
Phase two involves making a list of
Students are scored in three different
categories: scholarship, leadership/ all the applicants from highest to lowest
participation and citizenship/service, all scores. In phase three, the first 99 people
were selected for recommendation and
three totaling 100 points.
In the first phase, the four committee their names sent to the National Office
for possible membership.
groups evaluate their
Out of the 233 people who applied
compiled stack of applicants and enter .
their scores on an evaluation form. Each for membership, Squires"said Howard
group then re-evaluates a different stack was only allowed to select 99, a number
· to allow the applicant to receive a sec- set by the National ofrice based on
school enrollment.
ond score.
Selecting qualified applicants for
Squires said this is done to give students a fair and equal ,::hance to being recommendation requires a lot-of work,
selected.
''The fact that you have a different
see Who's Who, .Page A7

vcrsity Sludenl Association, the Undergraduate Student Assembly and the

'

Homecoming positions
require more than petitions
BY REGINA M. MACK
Hilltop Staff Reporter

As the deadline for p'ctitions for
Homecoming chairperson and treasurer
approaches, candidates should keep in
mind that the job requires '' a lot of
flexibility,'' according to Janel Jones,
1990 Homecoming Chairperson.
''A chairperson, along with the treasurer, must be able to man&ge a large
budget and work in a professional
manner,'' Jones said. ''A chairperson
must have good work relations in order
to be objective and organized."
The executive committee for
Homecoming 1991 starts with the
election of the chairperson and treasurer.
Both positions require applicants to be
currently enrolled as full-time students
and have at least a 2.5 cumulative grade
point average at the time of application .
Applicants for Homecoming Chairperson are required to demonstrate
leadership, administrative and organizational s~ills. They are also required to

subn1it a resun1e, a five page prelimiThis year's treasurer will be responnary proposal of their plans for Home- sible for the fiscal operation of Homecoming 1991 and undergo an interview coming 1991 and must develop an opsession by the selection board.
erating budget from approximately
Once elected, the chairperson must $47,000 left by th~ Homecoming 1990
select the other executive committee committee. The treasurer is also remembers to take care of the different sponsible for eaying and depositing all
aCtivities and fund raisers associated income gro~ed during the fiscal year.
with Homecoming. The staff must then
Newly appointed advisor of the
work during 1he summer months to de- General Assembly Elections Committee,
velop an agenda of activities this annual Daanen Strachan, said, ''The Home·
celebration is to include and make coming Chairperson and Treasurer are
'
necessary reservations.
the key figureheads in establishing ideas.
' ' On~ the committee is selected they
The key to their jobs is pcrsistancc-a
will have to so licit funds from other person ' s will to go beyond lhe call of
campus organizations. I developed a lot duty ."
of friend s in this process and we still
Johnson also felt that because of
stand together . I created strong bonds Homecoming 1990' s return of the trawith the policy board and committee ditional ''Call to the Chapel'' event there
members in a matter of months." Jones would be more alumni support and
said.
contributions.
Applicants for Homecoming TreaDue to last year's ticket increase
surer are required to have experience in (because of !he 1:989 Homecoming
accounting and general practices. The committee balance of only $14,000) this
submission of a three·page essay de- }'ear '. s profit will also aid in attracting
scribing their experience in the field of artists and placing operations into order
financial accou nting is also required .
more quickly.

(-----------------------------------Smdents take ga1nble with housing

BY SHAWNEE SMITH
Hilltop Staff Reporter

Do you prefer to cook for yourself. or
is the cafeteria scene for you? Do you
want some privacy, or do you prefer
rooming with your buddies? Can you
stand that shuttle ride, or is a walk up the
hill alright with you?
These are options most Howard
University students are considcripg as
the February 20th housing lottery draws
near.
The lottery, according to William
Keene, dean for the Office of Residence
Life, ''is a system designed to give stu·
dents of Howard equal opportunity to
gel the type of housing they would like.''
f 3ch student puts in an application to
be drawn in a \Vhcel for the dorm of their

choice. The drawings take place ip two
levels with the first taking place in your
current dorn1 of residence . Those chosen receive the dorm of their choice
until the quota is filled. Those who are
not selected then enter the general drawing with currently unhoused students
and ffiay receive their second choice.
According to Keene. the system was
established in the '70s when students
claimed their old rooms to assure them·
selves a space fOr the next year. This
proceedure left no room for the incoming students.
He added that the students often did
not claim their rooms, causing Howard
to lose studenls who could not attend
because of housing and they were stuck
with vacancies.
Some students question the fairnes·s
of the systcn1.

•

·'

Chad Deemer, a sophomore from
California, admitted, ''I got lucky last
year and got picked , but for those that
didn't, it was kinda dogged ... "
Dean Keene outlined the reasons for
having such a system.
''Each year
we have to leave about 1100 spaces for
incoming freshmen and there st we leave
open for the upperclassmen," he said.
He added, ''The lottery system allows us to know how many spaces ~e
have beforehand so if we have to turn
perspective students away we can do it
with a clear conscience."
The early deposit deadline prevents
continuing students from losing their
rooms by forgetting to send their de·
posit during lhc summer, according to

•

'

see Housing, page A7
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Appearing to be civilians wandering in the dark, physical
training three days per week at 6 a.m. provides strong
•
minds and bodies for tliose enrolled in RO.T.C.
•
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MEMORIAL SERVICE TO
HONOR SCHOOL OF
BUSINESS INSTRUCTOR

By ARICKA ANDREWS
and TAMARA HOLMES

HUSA CON'l'EST
APPLICATIONS NO\V BEING
ACCEPl'ED

A memorial serviee\vill be held
in honor of the late Maurice C.
\Villiams on Thurs., Feb. 7. at
11:00 a.m. in the Andrew Rankin

Hilltop Staff Reporters

The Ho,vard Univc rsit)' Student
Associatio11 (HUS ...\) is 110\\' registering 1ean1s for the '" Black History
Knowledge Con1es1·· to be held (!n
f,eb. 26 in the Ar111our J. Blackburn
Center. East Dallroo111 .
The topics for 1]1c Ctlntcst '''ill be
announced at a later tl :1te; 110\\'cver.
the rcgistrati o11 fee is $5 per fi vc rnCmber tean1 . l'roecccls \viii benefit
a local yol1th cc11tcr. For further
information or to register your tearn
for the contest, contact Ms. Damita
Coates in Room 102 of Blackburn
Center or phone (:!02) 806-7007.

Chapel.
Williams, who died on Jan. 26.
was formerly the director of 1he
Cente[ for Hotel/Motel Management Education in the School of
Business. For further information.
. con1act Ms. Carolyn Cittendon at
(202) 806- 1514.

•

Signs set limits
on campus
guse

more i1lforn1ation, Carlise Scaly at
(202) 806-6633.

'

•

A3

C.W.H.C.A. SPONSORS TRIP
TO 'BLACK EAGLES'
The Chancellor Williams Historical and Cultural Association
will be sponsoring a trip to Ford 's
Theater to see the play. '' Black
Eagles. '' The play is a drama about
the famed Tuskegee Airmen and
their contributions 10 the United
States Arn1ed Forces. For further
inforn1atio11 about the Chancellor
Williams Historical and Cultural
Association, or to purchase tickets
for the pla)', contact Ms. Helene
Fisher at (202) 667-5745 before
Sunday at 5 p.m.

The drug epiden1ic has affected
every aspccl of American life, including college can1puses. Across
the countr)', colleges arc searching
for ways to control the drug dependency problem and Howard Universit)' is no exception. The Ho\vard
University Drug Education and Prevention Program, HUD EPP. is doing
its part in the struggle It;> stop drug
abuse. Aside fro111 setting up various
drug preventio11 progran1s and
counseling services. HUDEl>P has
played an inlcgral part in Ho\vard
University· s quest for drug free zor1e
stat us.
According to Dr. Michael Barnes.
the director of HUDEPP and a pS}'chologist at Ho\vard Universi1y, ''the
drug free zone gives not only to students. but to tl1osc who approach
Ho\vard University. the opportunity
to sec 1l1at we have considered the
problem of alcohol and illegal drugs
and have not turned a deaf car and a
blind eye to the problcn1 ."
The drug free zone \vl1ich extends
one thousand feet around the main
campus, is marked by signs surrounding 1he university. The signs
are more in1portant than actual punishment," said Service Training Officer, Coyal Jason, ''because perpetrators kno\v Howard University is a
highly posted area so 1here is a higher
risk of getting caught ."
Under the drug abuse policy at
Ho\\•ard Universit)', any person
caught \vith possession of illegal
narcotics is subject . to university
sanctions \\'hich i11clude suspensio11,
expulsion, a11d tcnnination. In addi·
tion, offenders will have to face local
· ~ . : ~~net ions "-'i1ich could irtclude arrest

ESC PLANS VENTURE TO
BLACK ENGINEEll OF THE
YEAR CERE~IONIES
Tl1i.: Scl1ool of E11gi11ccring Student Cou11cil (ESC) \\'ould like to
an11ouncc.' tl1at the.'}' ari: OO\\' taking

rcscrvat io11s for tl1c bL1s to Bal tln1orc.
MD for tl1c Black E11ginccr of the

Year A\vards.
· The $20tickct price includes round
trip bus tra11sportation. a\vard ban-

ENGINEERING STUDENT
COUNCIL TO HOST
LECTURE

quet adn1iss1011. u11lin1itcd scn1inar

adn1ission. career fair access. admission to the studcnl/profcssional networking parly, free .c abaret/concert

''An Engineer in the Music

tickets. and a one-year su bscription

Business'' will be the topic of a
seminar 10 be sponsored by the

to ''U.S. Black Engineer·· Magazine.

School of ~nginecring Studcn"t
Council. Thefea1uredspeaker,vill
be Hagg Islam. vice-presideo1 of
Philadelphia International Records.
Admi.ssion is free, and all students, faculty and friends of
Howard University arc encouraged
toattend. Thceventwillbcheldon
Thurs., Feb. 7 at 6:00 p.m . in the
School of Engineering Library . For

hotel accon1n1oda1io11s in a tripleoccupancy hote l roo111 for [he duration of the evcn1s (Feb. 28 - Mar. 2).
Reservations \\' ill be taken o n a first
come, firs! served basis . Fo r further
infortltat ion, contacl Ca rlise Seal)'.
School of Eng i11ccrir1g ' ' ice-president
or Undergraduate Student Student
Association Representative Booker
T . Washir1gton at (202) 806-6633.

Also included

i11

tht• package is

~~~~~~~~~---'-~~~~~-'

,--::

-·.

and prosecution .
The policy not only confronts the issue of narcotics. but also deals witl1 alcohol. Any minor caught lying about his
or her age for purposes ofobtaining alcohol
\Viii also face university and local sanctions.
According to Alyce Gullattcc, director or.the Howard University Drug Abuse
Institute at H .U. Hospital. students should
be happy with the drug free zone. The
signs should reflect that ··our bodies aie
our temples and drugs will not be tolerated inside," said Gullattee.
The drug free zone docs ·not exclude
tl1c activities of faculty men1bcrs. According to Gullattce, upon being caugl11.
faculty member would undergo university and local sanctions in addilion to
facing possible suspension .
HUDEPP is divided into seven categories: outreach. fund raising. safe
holidays, publicily. research, drug free
zone, and National Collegiate Drug
Awareness Weck. Howard Univcrsit)'
studen1s head all of these comn1ittces and
HUOEPP is al\vays looking for volunteers to help.
The organization also hopes to help
1J1ose students \\·ho arc currently battliilg
alcohol and drug addiction. Counscli11g
and treatment are both a\ ai lalJte to students. All treatment is confidcniial a11(I
students would not face expulsio11 or
punishment for seeking help.
In addition to illega l narcoiics. several
highly addictive drugs that can be purchased legally arc covered by Ho\\'ard's
drug free z.onc policy. Drugs such <lS
codeine and morphine as well as SC\•Cral
barbitura1cscan cost users not only health
problems, but as a result of sanctions.
legal problen1s.
Though Ho\\ ard University's drug
policy can easil)' be found in a nun1bcr of
books. including the 1990- 199 1 HBOOK. Jason said. ·· we have to brir1g
things out of books and give people a
realistic n1cssagc •about the drug prob·
1

Symbols for Drug Free Zone represent no tolerance for
illegal drug activity in the Howard community.
lcn1:·
university," said Antoine Smith, a
Wl1ilc ad1n inistrators are happy with junior psychology major.
the results of tl1c drug free zone policy,
As for more drug free zone signs
1-lo\\'ard University students have mixed being posted around camPus as a
feelings about its effectiveness.
further reminder--this concept is not
According to freshman broadcast likely. According to Director of Se,
jour11alisn1 major. Chelsea Stalling, ''The curity, Chief Lawrence Dawson, all
drug frec zone is the most cle\'er policy 10 oommon ·entrances to the university
stop the drug traffic."
are covered and nothing more can be
Even in the nlidst or HO\\•ard 's im- done.
pressive efforts to decrease illicit drug
Currently, H\JDEPP is planning a·
use and cn!1;1r1cc 1he leve l of awareness on · one·year celebration in honor of the
can11lus. so111e studcn1s doubt the overall ''Drug Free Zone'' declaration, to be
effectiveness of the ·· Drug Free Zone'' held during National Collegiate Drug
dcclarntioil .
Awareness Weck, which is scheduled ·
··111c drug rrcc zone is not that helpful to take place during the first week in
bec11usc drugs st ill come in and out of the March.

1

--

Criminal drug cases ...
The number of drug cases In
u .s.·s federal courts:
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A Month of History
people. founded the Association for the Study of Negro

/1ave to worry about his actions. Yoq,do not liave to tell

Life and Histor'' "" *'=. ......t Q 1Q14'. Out of his heartf. ~ed efforts. Black llistory Weck :merged and lat .
evoived into tl1e mon1i1 ion,2 · iebration th<1t we 110\v
celebrate durinr Februarv - Black l.fi~tor~ Month
As 'W"e beg ii. Ulack 1listory ~lontl1 , -"'e shou ld observe

Dr. Woodson was fully aware of the role proper
education had in changing his own mental condition.
Moreover, he was aware of the pr~vailing need for an
'
end to the truly disastrous cycJe of the ''mis·education
of
the Negro." This cycle was furtheredby n1is-educated
individuals graduating fro1n so.called institutions of
higher learning and returning to schoo1s only to further
mis-educate black people. During Dr. Woodson's time,
people of African descent saw few signs of an alleviation of their oppression. They \Vere taught the same
economics. philosophy, literature, ancfworst of all. the
same history as their oppressors.
Dr. Woodson. addressing the unrhet needs of his

·.

these ideas.
' university to look
Dr. Jenifer has said he wants the
beyond merely caring for the moral and social wellJ

being of black people and toward caring for their economic well-being. He asserts that the University n1ust
put to use its vast land and capital reserves for creating
new black bUSiflC:SSeS . . JI r,'·
And he is correct. By putting its capital reserves to
' can become
work, as Dr. Jenifer believed, the university
the frontJine in the war for blac!~ cn1powerment. Moreover, the University could spo11sor and promote black
entreprenuership, \vhich would inevitably result in more

opportunities for black people.

'-

Dr. Jenifer also said he wants to transform the School

The need for black teachers with a sense of tl1eir
history is an ever-increasing one. It appears that if
school boards across the nation continually reject initiatives geared toward providing the education necessary
for our intellectual survival. black teachers \Viii have to
go beyond the rule books and provide it themselves.
Moreover, as scholars at the ''mecca'', \Ve can volunteer
our ti111e at scl1ools and supplen1ent the Afroce11tric
perspective that many of our people sorely need.

'

Tuesday night, President Bush, as is mandated by

the Constitution, delivered his annual i 'State of the
Union'' address to a joint session of the U.S. Congress.
But, without looking over the President 'stshoulder, we
have formulated our own perspective on the current
state of these United States of America. \
While many see the conflict in the Gulf as an old
remedy for a depressed economy, the side effects of
such a remedy could be devastating,,not to. mention the
total disrespect that such an act shows fo( human life.
Instead, one must look inward for such a remedy . The
revenue shortfalls of not only many states and localities,
but our own university, are realities we ea~h must face .
This means less support for existing government programs and reduced personal spending.
When he was elected two years ago, Mr. Bush
promised to be ''the education president.''r However,
aside from a one-time meeting with the nation's
gov,
ernors on the issue and a few proposals to rtward highachieving Students and schools, we have see1n little from

of Busi ness i11to ''a producer of en1ployers. and not of
employees.'' Again, our president is correct. This
university is truly unique in that it has, and draws

and encouragement of those around him. Without our
su pport, all of his ideas will merely be what Dr. Jenifer
says_.

our ''education president." No substantial suggestions
have come out of the Bush administration to deal \Vith
the high dropout rate, the declining number of high

school graduates going to college, and the ever-decreasing number of college students choosing educati?n
as a career. Additionally, many states, like Virginia, are
facing budge~ary constraints which cut into their educat ion budgets.
Meanwhile, on oui- nation's streets, the loss of a
human life is still far too often the result of a domestic
incident or drug deal that went sour. The homicide rates

for not only the District of Columbia, but other smaller
cities like Phoenix, Providence, and Richmond are

staggering.

Crime is even spilling into our school

grounds as young people are being shot for the coats or
athletic shoes they wear.
from just these three areas: the economy, education and
crime, it is less than stable. In fact, The great United of
States of America is, at best, in a state of ''disunion."

Established in 1988 for the purpose of participating
in the Residence Hall Week activities, the, Residence

ers have looked to their commonalties instead of their

Halls Choir has continued to bring joy to students, free
of charge. Performing at various functions, the choir is
quickly becoming symbolic of the Howard., University
.
'.
community.
Even though it is arguable that America i:s not really
a melting-pot, Howard University is true to this longstanding myth. Having students representing over 45 of
the 50 states, and even more different countries, in our
student body, it can be argued that our university
possessess one of the most diverse camp~ses in the
nation and is truly a melting-pot. With such a diverse
student body, it is undeistandable that wh\n students
have varying in~erests and goals they, sometimes, appear

Sadly, this is not tl1e mood of the rest of our campus.
Many of us are engulfed in highlighting our sectional
and regional differences. Moreover, the people many
consider to be the ''more positive'' people on our campus
(members of social action groups) are arguably the
perpetrators of division. After our brothers and sisters
are revealed a ''deep'' conceptual analysis of the situation of black people, many develop elitist attitudes and
look down on the rest of us. Many lose any inclination
to serve the Howard community and, as a result, our
situation is such that one does not have to look far on our
campus to find ''brother against brother''.
We commend the choir and its participants for the
services that they have offered. We encourage other
students to emulate the choir by looking past their
differences and toward their common interest for unity.

Groups like the Residence Halls Choir add salt to the

grounds. Be they Catholic, Methodist, Presbyterian,
Lutheran, Protestant, Northern, Southern, etc., the sing-

melting-pot many of us have come to call home, Howard
University.
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Letters to the Editor
HU security: Always
ready and able

it on. The story was passed right down
the line to me. Mr. Cook asked
me,''What's the story?'' Before I could
finish telling him the story, a lump the
size of a walnut Was rising from my
head.
My old friend Mr;. Cook used me as
an example to teach us children that if
you are going to tell a story, make sure
it's right . Even if you have all the facts,
do not tell the story in such a way as to
wrongfully defame the character of the
person, place or thing,yours1ory is about.
Whomever told lhe young ma n at Mays
Hall that a police officer gol shot was
wrong.
Your article appearing in the January
25, 1991 issue was not really wrong
'
about what happened at the
Howard
Plaza, but in the
way it was written.

A

The article did not quote me accurately, actually informs my superior officers
and in doing so defamed the character of who I was.
all Howard University Security OfficFinally, and worst of all, the article
ers; individuals who are the fmest 'and states that the officer lowered himself
braves! men and women I have ever had beneath the dash board of the car. Ycs
the honor of working with.
I did make this statement, but l told the
First, the article states that he, :.he reporter that I was an unarmed officer
officer said it appeared that a certain and that I could do no more than what I
amount of people got shot in specific di<k'Whichwastoradiocall for backup.
areas of their bodies, such as the head. n--¥tt the way the article is written gives
makes the reader believe that factually the reader the impression that Howard
saw these individuals get shot, which I University SecurityOffersarecoWards.
did not.
And instead·o f intervening in the matter
Secondly, the article states that I saw the officer hid beneath the dash board of
some
run in the direction of his car trembling like a leaf on a tree.
McDonald's. I never said such a thing.
A matter of flict after my radio call
What I actually said was that J witnessed for support. Howard University Secuone individual laying by a red car as a rity officers were there and ready. One
man fired his gun in the direction of coming out of west Howard Plaz.a with
Howard Plaza, and two others run down gun in hand, and the other driving straight
Barry Place in the direction of Sherman down Barry Place. Howard University
Aveque..These two individuals that 'ran Secuiity arrivedon'tko scene SO""qOidU.y.

towards Shuman Avenue might have
been the individual found lying on the
ground by Sherman Avenue and 10th
Street with a gun shot wound in the
chest, and theotherof the two individuals
was found laying down, across the street
from the Howard Plaza with an alleged
gunshotwoundtohishead. Jneversaid
the two individuals that I saw running
towards Sherman Avenue were invalved. They might have been students
fleeing from the gun shots.
Thirdly, t~e article states that the
officer who wished to remain anonymous was driving from east campus.
Now most students. would think that
east campus meant the student center or
Locke Hall. When actually I was driv. ing from Mays Hall which is the School
of Divinity located on Michigan Avenue, which I told the reporter. I never
asked to remain anonymous. Why would
l after telling the reporter where I was
driving from. Where I was driving from

'

'

that it's highly pmb@!l>lethattbe subjeaa
seeing Howard Security approach1 felt
theywereoutnumbered,andjustdroppcd
their guns and ran.
Howard University Security Officers
are the bravest, and hardest workers on
this campus. We offlCers put up with
enough ,
from students, staff,
andfacultytofertilizetheSaharaDescrt.
Yet we deal \Vith it, which should amaze
the Howard Community considering that
Howard University pays an employee
more money for emptying out a
professor's ashtray than it pays an
employee to carry a gun. Whose job is
it to protect life and property and, in
doing so1put his or her life on the line.
What ever the case, I know it was not
the intent of the Hilltop to hurl any
feelingortodistorttheshootingincident
that occurred al the Howard Plaza.

Officer Darryl Spence

THE .JH[ILJLI'OP .(!)
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vast differences and have found strength.

Members of the choir come from diverse back-
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The "State of the Union" is far from good. Judging
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the end of the line, and told him to pass

•

the success-intrenching promises of unity.

25
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institution will amount to nothing withou\ the support

Success:Residence
Halls
Choir
•

divided. The Residence Halls Choir, however, has
looked past the gapping caverns of division and toward

16

only right that it serves to provide this nation and planet
the business n1en of ton1orrow.
Dr. Jenifer resolutely says.'' If you can't do it right.
don't do ir at all.'' Astoundingly. a university that strives
for absolute quality receives \Vhat it seeks. With this
attitude, our leader can help this institution scale
n1ountains.
Much of \vhat Dr. Jenifer sa)'S sounds good.,. Ho\\'·
ever, n1uch of \vhat he has said, he has yet to do. We are
in full support of his ideas. We just hope students.
.faculty, and other adn1inistrators hold hin1 to his \VOrd.
Astoundingly, all of the wonderful and radical things
Dr. ienifer says and aspires about the future of this

arguably the best black scholars in the country. It is

I

'
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l,Security Office\ DarrylSpencefmd
it necessary to correct the Hilltop about
an article that appeared in your January
25, 1991 issue. Thearlicledealtwiihthe
shooting that occurred at the Howard
Plaza on January 19, 1991. The article
covering the shooting incident has
caused me great embarrassment and has
hurt the feelings of my co-workers.
While on a routine patrol of Mays
Hall, a student asked me did I know the
police officer that got shot at the Howard
PlaZa last Saturday? His question reminded me of a childhood experience,
' ..... '
while at a summer camp. A Mra. Cook
lined 30 or more of us chilcjren!ilp. I
stood at the front of the line. Mr. Cook
whispered in the ear'of the youngster at

•

I'

'I

Dear Editor,

, A Statf! of ''Disunion''
•

8

1nade n1arked i111proven1e11ts in regards to a tecl1nologically-based curriculun1. However. it has made no
progress in tert11s of providing an adequate education for
black youth. Initiatives to introduce Afrocentric curriculun1 into school systems have been fought by the
majority of school boards across the country.

Dr. Jenifer says ...

change Dr. Jenifer possesses. And we support many of

2

. 22

that the education system. by con1parison to 1915, has

(

· The president of our illustrious .university. Dr.
Franklyn G. Jenifer. has been the center of much discussion and controversy due to the extent and haste of the
'institution (the
changes he proposes to make to this L
Commission Report). However, the~e changes are
conservative considering the other r~ical ideas for

1

•

''lVlien you co11trol a nran's t/1i'llki11g yo11 do not

send hi'n1 to the back door. He "'ill go H•it/10111 bei11g
told. In fact, if there is no back door he H-'i/I c11t 011efor
.his special benefit. His ed11cation nia'kes it necessary.''
·Carter G. Woodson

'Report On
Someboov
lmporton't L11'-e I
Georqe ~'Ion,

MTWT

The Nation's Largest Black Collegiate Newspaper

hi111 not to stand here or go yonder. He "'ill fi11d l1is
''proper place'' and will stay in it. Yeu do not need to

'But, I 'Wc;nno.
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We welcome your
letters and comments
The Hilltop welcomes your views
on any public issue. We routinely condense letters for space. We also correct
errors of·style, spelling and punctuation.
We publish only oriainal factual
ma1erial addressed to us. We do not
publish poetry or prose.

Faculty and administrators are encour·
aaed to write and share !heir ideas and innovations.
~ad

to: Ltllcn to the Editor
1bc Hllllop
2217 4th St. N.W.
Wasblnston. D.C. 2005'

Letters as well as commentariu mUSI be
typed and signed, complete with full address
and telephone number.
The opinions expressed on the Edilorial
Page of the Hilltop do not: ncce•s•rily rdJea
the opinions of Howard University, its acl·
ministralion. The Hilltop Board or the $1U·
dent body.
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Unusual similarites: South Africa and the United States

I

Most everyone agrees South Africa
needs a lesson in race relations. But is
the United States the nation to give it?
A white South African journalist who's
just spent a few months studying U.S.
race relations isn't so sure.
John Matisonn, South African re·
porter for National Public Radio, told
me he had found some similarities be-

lween the two nations -

but not lhc

RICHARD PRINCE
ones you might expect.
In bo1h places, he says, he found a

great amount of white denial that racism
exists.
South African blacks, meanwhile,

seem more hopeful than African Ameri '

cans. ,
Soweto residents know that time is
on theil- side. while those on Chicago 's

South Side have no such expectations.
And while blacks in South Africa
believe in an integrated future, many
Afric~ Americans have given up on the
idea.
Matisonn 's reports are scheduled to
air over four days, starting Thursday,
(Jan. 17) on National Public Radio .
The first two are scheduled for ''All
Thing.s' Considered,'' the ,next for
Saturday's ''Weekend Edition,'' and the
final in'stallment for Monday 's '' Morning Edition'' - if war coverage doesn't

pre-enQ>t'them.
Regardless. the reporlS deserve a listen . We should reflect on Matisonn 's

Are ra.c e-based
scholarships(.3.bove
the law of the land?
The Department of Education, via
, Assistant Secretary Michael Williams,
recently declared that the prac1ice of
awarding race-based scholarships was
against public policy.

This Department of Education ruling, which sent the so-called civil rights
leadership into a frenzy, should have

THOMAS A. PERRY
become one of the cornerstones of lhe
United States' educational policy. In
other words, the Department's ruling
would have simply reaffirmed what the
language of Title VI of the Civil Rights
Act of 1964 so clearly stated: discriminaRon on the b~is of race, color or
natiQoal origin is against the law.

I would •call the application of the
Civil Rights Act of 1964 to all Ameri-

altered the college plans of hundreds if
not thousands of black and other minority college students, but it would have
also sent a message. The message sent
to millions of Americans would have
read ''blacks and other minorities can be
intelleCJually honest even when it hurts.•·
Hooks, Rowever, choose not to send this
message.
President Bush also failed to seize
this opportunity to stand up for fairness.
The result of the President's lack of
leadership means that for the next four
years minority students would be able to
receive scholarship monies for which
the non-minority population on most
college Campuses will not have a chance
to compete. lf I were a norl-minority
'
college ~tudent,
I would be madly upset
at the fact that I did not,have the opportunity to<:..compete for the same scholar...
ship< that was awarded to a minority
solely b'sed upon race.
The so-called civil rights leadership
regularly issues inflammatory statements detailing how either public or
private actions and/or policies will result in a backlash of racism. One should
wonder whether the so-cal led civil rights
leadership has recognized that its actions will cause a backlash of racism.
Many Americans, \vho genuinely want
to provide equal access to education for
all, ahd who believed, if not participated, in(the civil rights movement, \viii
stopsupP.Orting the traditional civil rights
'
organizations
such as the NAACP,
PUSH, a~d the Urban League, I believe
that man)' God-fearing Americans will
do just t~is because now it is clear that
these so-:called civil rights leaders no
longer W.ant
equality. Now these so,
called Je~ders want to have their respective groups placed above the law.
Civil rights leaders have ·used the
Civil Ri.ghts Act to protect myriad
Americalis from the ''vestiges of racism
which pe1rvade this country.'' However,
'
these lea,ders
now feel that minorities
should be excluded from the class of
Americarls to which the Act applies.
Benjamin Hooks and others are certainly didiinishing the earnest efforts of
leaders a~ross the country who truly
want equBI rights for all. Many thanks
go to Seri Hooks and to other so-called
civil righ\s leaders for showing Ameri cans that !people of color don 't want to
be judged by the content of our character but raiher by the color of our skin.
Tho1110s A. Perry is a first-year s1ude111 at the Thurgood Marshall Sc/1001

cans as being a type of intellectual honesty. What defines intellectual ho'ncsty7 It means that one group shouldn' t
ask for the protection of its rights under
a law unless it is willing to submit itself
to th~ possible detriments that may occur within an equal application of that
same law. Does it not seem unusual,
then, that civil rights leaders such as
Benj!amin Hooks of the NAACP cry
''foul'' when one of the arguably more
important laws of our country is simply
applied to blacks in the same fashion
that it would apply to whites'!
It seems that Dr. Hooks is leading
minority students down a yellow brick
road of resentment and perhaps increased
racial hostility on the nation's college
campuses. This resentment and animosity may manifest itself in the form
of racial hostilities at college campuses
where race relations were somewhat
amicable.
If Hooks truly believed in bettering
the racial climate in the United States,
he could have said a thousand words
simply b)I uttering nine, ''I support the
ruling of the Department of Education.'' ofLaw in!µouston, Texas. (Distributed
Yes, uttering the st nine words may have by. The FOru1n Sy11dicate)

conclusion that integration requires the
hard work that many U.S. residents no
longer feel is necessary.
And we should wonder why Matisonn
found many African Americans ''mythologizing'' Africa and leaders such as
Nelson and Winnie Mandela in a search
for a leadership and a psychological
sustenance Jacking at home.
Matisonn is a veteran journalist who
worked for many years for the liberal
Rand Daily Mail. He is a former president of the S9uthem African Society of
Journalists. . !
He went to Atlanta, Minneapolis and
Chicago because South Africans arc
looking to the United States as an example of what an integrated South Africa can become. U.S. consultants are
already in Johannesburg giving work-

place talks on ''managing diversity.''
blacks have personal,_svocative things
''I thought of Atlanta as a success to say about racism all the time, where
story," Matisonn said, having had a whites never think about it. At the end
succession of black mayors. Yet inner (of the project), whites who weren't in
city conditions are getting worse there, the control group said the others had
with jobs going to the suburbs where •gone native.'''
It reminded him of a liberal
African Americans can't get to them.
In Minneapolis, which enjoys a Johannesburg office where whites were
reputation as a progressive city, he said asked to make a list of the differences
he heard· some of the same sentiments between themselves and their black CO·
he heard among whites in Johannesburg. workers. The whites didn't mention
The Star-Tribune newspaper last year race. The blacks did.
He saw other contradictions. The
crnducted an exhaustive survey of race
relations in Minnesota, including an South African real estate industry is
experiment at the newspaper. White and breaking apartheid laws to integrate
black reporters each kept diaries.
neighborhoods. In Chicago, the same
''The whites came in thinking they industry is breaking laws, through
were liberal, but feeling that affirmative ''steering," to keep neighborhoods segaction gave blacks an unfair advantage. regated.
''Black people are very depressed
''They were startled to discover that

about things improving in this couritry, ''

be said. "They really feel the political
leadership has turned its back on them.''
Matisonn k~pt cautioning that he
didn 't want to draw crude comparisons.
Yet planners of a new, integrated South
Africa can learn much from any examination of the United States' mistakes.
As Matisonn pointed out, it is counterproductive to declare premature victory in the race-relations struggle.
And a.s South African tilacks will
soon learn, freedom won ' tcome simply
from a new constitution. It means a
constant battle for economic and educational power - and to maintain the
right presence of mind, values and attitudes to attain them.
'

OCopyright 1991, USA TODAY/Apple
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A kinder, gentler nation
IF All ELSE FAILS,
Tl-IE O.'S. CAN ALWAYS

George Bush's call for a kinder, gen·
tier nation appears to be an example of
the many superficial lies that roll from

and they shall learn and study war anymore.''

the lips of our so-called political lead-

a nation can veto a bill that would create
a harmonious society while he deploys
our black brothers and sisters in disproportionate numbers to fight a war over
''the American way of life." If George
Bush wanted a kinder, gentler nation, he
would give black students scholarships,
instead of weapons of war.
Black folk have experienced oppression, racism and hell since we were tom
from our motherland. For black folk,
the American way of life is a way of life
where black folk are crippled by injustice, oppression, poverty and a variety
of other social ills. For black folk, the
American way of life is a way of life
where they always bump their heads on
the glass ceiling of suppressed aspirations due to the" American dilC\nma" of
racism.
Clearly, the Bush administration is
an antithesis to creating the beloved
bJack community. It is high time that we
siJstain the struggle in the name of that
"great cloud ofwitnessq"'that died for

•"'·Bush has gathered the support of a

TRY TO MAKE FR\ENDS.

large fraction of the black community.
Moreover, he has hired more black

employees on his staff than any other
GOP prexy. Despite his presumed em·

pathy towards black folk, George Bush
vetoed the Civil Rights Bill of 1990.

HARRY WHITE

eC\n

By doing so, Bush refuted his commitment to improving the plight of the
black community. Clearly, this race
conscious decision will not bring about
a kinder, gentler nation. This veto will
serve as a advocate for racism, sexism,
unemployment and other impediments
that repudiate the beloved black Community.
Furthermore, a president that wants a
kinder, gentler nation would not be en·
gaged in a war over ·oil. If Mr. Bush
wanted a kinder, gentler nation, he would
realize the validity of the prophet
Js.ii.siah's words when he said: "Nation
shall not lift up sword against nation,

·- .

ooo

brot'1er.

II is a tragedy when the president of

our righLj. y We cannQI #L ,11¥:, blood,
sweat and tears of our people go on for
naught. Consequently, we must ''stapd
up and be counted" in order to create the
beloved black community.

Critically thinking
\'
\.__

---<.

In light of the current Gulf Crisis,

see it. "Know thine enc.my" -think like

many people have taken on the task of
being political commentators and critics. Since the genesis of the war, I have
read Tlie Hilltop, listened to professors
and heard many students discuss their
accounts of the war.
We, as progressive black students,
must take on a vital role in analyzing and
interpreting politics. We arc aware of
the biases from the media. We know
that our elected officials will tell us

he does. Resist the temptation of seeing
the opponent as mad.
-Never moralize politics. Politics is
business and unfonunantly, much to my
dismay, politics and morality are not
and have not been inclusive. ''Business
is business."
-Forget the ''ideal solution." Always
see the problem from a businessman's
perspective.
-Success in the war, and in any fight,
is rarely based on just force. War is the
continuation of politics. (This is for
those who believe that the U.S. should
blow up Iraq and Hussein-The real
problem will not go away.)
Finally, I would like to say to the
Howard community-A nation where
everything is possible does not easily
learn politics, because politics is the art
of the possible. In Lenin's words, ''The
success of every political enterprise is in
knowing the limitations ofaclion."
I am not a political scientist, or an
historian, I am just an African-American student who questions everything.
Being a critical person will not make
you many friends, ~d will not guarantee professional success, but it will make
~ou a better citizen.

JULIUS DION BAILEY

•
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something and do the opposite. I stand
critical ofevery news report, speech and
political propaganda expressed from the
mouth of our country.
I do love this country, but I believe
that the ability to question everything is
the first democratic right and also what
education is all about. Therefore to all
those interested in being an informed
and responsible citizen, I offer the following methodological guide on world
politics:
-Always consider how the different
players see the problem, not how you

'

'

Our schools are in desperate need of immediate he
As a teacher's assistant at Lincoln Jr.

High School at 16th and Irving, I can
undoubtedly say that the D.C. public
schools are in a sorry state. There are
teachers who are more concerned about
their tired feet than the welfare of their
thirty students. Most bathrooms are

DAVID ESSEX
'

without soap and running water. The
seventy-cent lunches make the meal plan
here taste like elegant cuisine. Most of
the male students still aspire to play pro

football or basketball, even though their
athletic a~ility should tell them otherwise. M_ake no mistake, as it stands
now, the ~verage kid at Lincoln won 't
qualify td' be at Howard in five years.
Many ~ave asked what it is that separates a fioward student from kids
grqwing ~p today wbo are now labelled
''atl·risk." Some Would say income,
intelligc~ce, or just a simple desire to
succeed. !Others more accurately point
'
to role mbdels.
For example, there are
seniors illj' high school today that would
seriously lconsicler the prospects of at·
tending cOllege if sorpeone encouraged
them the ~ay most of us were encour-

aged. Yet many times the absence of a
key individual can lead a person to fall
victim to his or her own environment.
For the most part, many of us have
been blessed to have parents or role
models who have watched us as we have
matured and have instilled in us a sense
of purpose. A fundamental phase of
growth and development is acknowledging that there are older individuals
with wisdom and experiences from
which we can learn. Yet as we grow
older, we realize that it becomes our
tum to share insight and experiences
with those younger than us, in order for

them to see themselves as a college It seems as though students respond in
student somewhere down the line. We one of two ways:
must be aware that even thbugh enroll''Hey, I worked hard for what I have
ment at Howard University is increas- andthosepeopleoutthereneedtodothe
ing, the number of black students in same. I only help those who help
college, nationwide, is rapidly decreas- themselves, and besides I'm just here to
ing. It has become an issue of act now, get my education.''
or never.
''Hey, I'm real busy, too, but I will do
By being in college and having some what I can."
con1rol over our future careers, we are
While it may be true that no one can
privileged in comparison to most of our save the world, it is also true thal one
·peers. One only has to watch the news person can make a ·difference. If we
and read the papers to keep perspective , understand that our.daily problems are
on the reality of this issue. Yet there is petty in comparison to the life and death
still n1uch complacency towards those situations of others, then perhaps we
that we left behind in order to get here. won't take so much for granted. Per-

haps it will become a question of ''us,''
instead of "them.''
,
We hear about the great legacy of
Howard University all the time. We can
all name the names. L. Douglas Wilder.
Thurgood Marshall.
Stokely
Carmichael. I often wonder how these
greal alumni would respond to this
situalion if they were 6~re today.
This universily is supposedly the
training ground for the future black

leaders of America. If we aren't in
touch with our people and refuse to help
1hem, how can we lead -them?
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Life ofthe
Study shows academic
tracking holds back
•
• ••
m1nor1t1es

unfortunate:
A 12-year-old
homeless child
By SHANIQUA MANNING '

•

Hiiitop Stair Reporter

graduation,'' Rhoades said.

By TRACEY L. VINSON

Dr. Alv.in Thorton, an Associate Dean of the College of Liberal
Arts, is also against academictracking.
''It is not a useful instructional
tool and it simply builds in a kindof permanent education that is

Hilltop Staff Reporter

•

•

Grouping students based on past
perfor ma nee keeps underachievers
down and lumps minorities into
classes that can prevent them from
realizing their potential, according
to a study recently released by the
nation's largest teachers Union.
Academic-tracking has become
a hot educational issue as students
continue to test poor!/ in basic
subjeds.
AcCC' tding to a report released
by the National Education Association (NEA). academic-tracking
should be abolished.
The report. based on a commission.ed Johns Hopkins University study. said students can benefit from tracking. but only under
very specific condi1ions.
In addition. the report was issued in conjunction with the annual
con' ention of the union, repreSt"nt1ng 2 million educalofs.
The study found that groupings
in elementary and secondary
schools are hard to break out of
and are likely to creale racially
identifiable classes.
Also, the study said minorities
are significantly underrepresented
in so-called ''gatekeeper classes,''
prerequisites to higher level
courses.
Opponents complai n that minorities arc too often placed into
low ability and special education
classes.
Without these courses, the study
noted, many students are prevented
from pursuing careers iFJ advanced
fields like scie nce and engineering.
According to George R.
Rhoades, Direclor of thC Center
for Academic Reinforcement at
Howard, placement is sometimes
an error if too many minorilies are
in a speci fie class.
''Testing should be a lest of
things rela1ed outside of the school
situation and not a judgment of
how well a student handles instructions,'' Rhoades said.
"All st11dcnls should have .the
same kind and quality of education.
There mu:st be the same objectives
for all stu<lents. What occurs must
prepares tudents lo go on learni ng,
either in the formal academic settrng or in like settings after

disproportional to minori ties,"

Thornton said.
Proponents argue tracking is
needed so high achievers can move

rapidly.
''Students that are gifted need
to be shown special attention,

likewise students who don't learn
as fast need to be taught on a level
that they will be able to under-

stand," said Scott Christian, a
freshman in the School of Liberal

Arts at Howard.
Phaylcn Abdullah, a junior in

the School of Communications at
Howard, has a different opinion.
''I don't like it because tracking
is a reflection of the increasing
elitist's powers that be," said
Ahdullah.
•
Tarries Jakes, a fre..; hman in
the School or Business at Howard,
thinks academic-tracking is wrong
because students aren't given a
fair chance.
''When students stay on the
same level, they don't have a
chance to advapce," said Jakes.
Dr. Beverly Glenn, Dean of the
School or Education, does not believe !hat academic-tracking
serves a purpose.
''Every class ought to be a
mi'Xt;d ability group because it
'' se·rv&s students a'lld "ieepS them
understanding that they are not all
alike," Glenn said.
''No matter what the academic
ability level is, we all have something to contribute to group processes and to societies," Glenn
ad2ed.
Two years ago, the teachers
union adopted a resolution that
called for the abolishing of academic-tracking ''based on socioeconomic status, race, or sex.''
Robe rt Chase, NEA vice president said it would be ''foolhardy
and unrealistic to expect that
tracking can be eliminated overnight," but he said the union will
offer strategies to better arrange
class groupings.

,
•

Researchers say black women are twice as likely
to bear low-birth-weigh:t babies as white women
•

By TERRI SHOATES
Hilltop Staff Repotter

Middle-class black women with college educations are twice as likely to ·
bear low-birth-weight babies as whites
of the same income and education, a
study found .
This study, of more than 100,00

births, conducted in Chicago, suggests

binh-weight.
'- According to Dr. Hill , ''if the child is
'.porn from a mother who has a disease.
,such a syphilis, gonorrhea or clammitia
{all of which cause low-birth-weight),
1the child has a lower chance of surviv·
;ing."
, ''II is not uncommon for women in
r this particular hospital {Howard Hos'-pital) to have a low-birth-weight child
because this isa middle to lower income
community, and incomn1unitiessuch as
'
dthis
women, at times, do not get ad. equate nutri1ion needed to properly feed
' their unborn child,'' said Hill.
The study showed that low-birth·
weight babies, those less than 5 1/2
pounds were born to blacks at twice the
. rate than to whites at virtually every
4
income and educational level.

that the effects of poverty linger for
generations, researchers said.
In the study, leading researcher, Dr.
James W. Collins Jr. said, low-binhweight is the most important predictor
of whether babies will die.
"I think psychological stress is also a
fa'ctor, but it's very hard to measure,"
Collins said. Another may be that fewer
blacks than whites seek prenatal care, •
even when both can afford it, he said.
In households earning $30,0CIO to
Howard University Resident Dr. Hill, $40,000 a year, the rate was 10 percent
who refused 10 provide his first name, for blacks and 5 percent for whites.
stressed that whether a baby will die or
not depends on the reason for the lowAmong mothers with less than a high

school education, the rate was 16 per·
cent for blacks and 7 percent for whites,
andl\"or mothers with a college eduction
the rate was 10 percent for blacks and S
percent for whites.

"

It is not uncommon for
women in this particular
hospital [Howard Hospi·
tall to have a low-birth·
lveight child because this
is a middle to lower in·
come community
~

Jar to you,'' Collins said.
The researchers added that they also
suspect that ''it may require more than
one generation of non-poveny and adequate services to see an impact upon
infant birth weight."
The researchers did not examine specific factors that might have caused the
differences, but Collins said he believed
nutrition during adolescence may be

key.
Collins ciled a study published in
November 1988 that involved about
31,()(X) largely middle-class women in a
California health maintenance organization .

Dr.Hill
''If your middle class and black, despite having an education, being of optimal age (to have children) and living in
a $20,000 10 $30,0CIO a year household ...
you still do twice as bad as whites simi-

The study found that prenatal care
could narro\v the gap between black and
white rates oflow-bir1h·weight babies,
but blacks sought such care less often.

student at Howard said, ''we must look
at the way the study was conducted. For
example, what income bracket was in
the majority of the study and how were
these individuals cha.sen."
According to Karen White, a second
year medical student at Howard, these
figures can decrease significantly if
mothers to be would seek care ahead of
time.
White doubted the figures and she
also questioned the study. "I'll have to
do my own research. Usually these
reports are published and we don't know
enough background information in or·
der to make a valid judgment. For some
reason I don'I believe the figures," she
said.
Other ~oward University Hospital
doctors as well as doctors at D.C. General Hospital doctors refused to comment on the study.

A very intelligent, dignified, and responsible 12-year·old homeless child,
Quenchelle, is extremely mature for her
age. Her mother has been on crack for
about four years, leaving Quenchelle
and her three younger brothers and sisters to weather a childhood riddled with
instabilities.
Quenchelle said her mother admitted to the addiction while walking her to
school one morning. That weekend,
Quenchelle went to visit with relatives,
and became frightenid when she had
not heard from her mother by the end of
the weekend.
"I was afraid that she was dead. She
was gone for about three months and
then we found out that she had gone to
a rehabilitation center,'' said Quenchelle.
During this time, Ouenchelle stayed
with her father's girlfriend, and her
brother and sisters stayed with their
aunt, Lavern Peeler, and her two children, in a one bedroom apartment in
Oxen Hill, Maryland.
The children went back to live with
lheir mother after she was discharged
from the Greater Southeast Rehabilitation Center, but· it wasn' t long before
she began smoking crack again.
According to Quenchelle, the .family savings was rapidly depleted because of her mother's addiction.
Quenchelle was no longer able to go
out with her friends and she had to learn
to live with the disappointments. There
was barely enough money for the babies' pampers and food, so she had to
sacrifice.
" I was angry and upset that she was
using drugs, and we were suffering, but
it washer money so she spent ft hoWShe
wanted to and there was nothing I could
do about it," said Oucnchelle.
As her mother's addiction pr~
gressed, the responsibility for her 6
month old brother, and sisters ages 20
months and 5 years, fell more and more
on Quenchelle. She no longer had a life
of her own because she had to help care
for her siblings.
Aboul three months ago, Lavern was
given temporary custody of her sister's
four children. Unable to can: for six
children in her small apartment, Lavern
and the children were finally forced to
seek help at the Community for Creative Non-Violence family shelter in
Nonhwest, D.C.
Quenchelle had been unable to attend school for several weeks. Instead,
she has been helping her aunt get the
younger children settled into schools.

She says that every day has been
pretty much the same since they came to
the sheller. Each morning she walks her
cousins to school. In the afternoon, she
picks them up Crom school and returns
to the shelter to help her aunt with
whatever needs to be done.
••
Quenchelle said she does not have a
best friend and gets frustrated some·
times when she cannot participate wit~
other girls her age. However, she un·
derstands she has additional responsi·
bilities and there is not enough money
to spare .
''I get lonely sometimes, and I want
to go 10 the movies, and roller-skating
with my frierids, but I don't have the
money, so I can't go. I've learned how
to deal with the disappointment. I'm
not strong about it, but I've learned to
adjusl," said Quenchelle.
On Feb.I, Lavern is scheduled for a
status hearing where the court will de·
tennine whether she can obtain permanent custody of the four children.
Quenchelle's greatest fears could
come true if she and her brothers and
sisters are separated and placed in foster
homes.
Lavern expressed similar fears.
"It's scary because I'm homeless and
presently unable lo work because.I'm
required to be here with the children,"
said Lavern.
I don't know if 1he coun will hold all
of this against me. I'm scared because
I don't want my ·nieces and nephew to
be taken away fa om me. All I want is for
the state to help us find an apartment
and a stable environment where I can
raise these children.''

Leana Johnson, a first year medical
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continued from page 2

Police Crime Prevention Unit would

like to highlight the following pertinent
Crime Prevention Programs:
The Howard Security Division will
present Self-Defense Seminars. Students, faculty, support staff, and ad·

ministratorsarc all urged to sign up . For
registration information, interested
persons can contact their resident assistantorcall theCrime Prevention Unit
at 806-1087 or 806-1100.
The Crime Prevention Unit invites
the University Community to participate

in the Security Observers Program. The
Security Observers Program is designed
to give University mcnibers a first hand
look: at the operations of the Security
Division. Members will be able to tour
the Security office where they will be
informed about operations, investigations, training, communication and other
components that make up the Security
Division/
Another aspect of the Security Observers Program is the guide to the briefing room. The observers, who will be
assigned to an officer, will take part in
an actual briefing. The officer will
serve as the observers' guide. The observers will be accompanied by the officer during the execution of his or her
daily duties.
Some otf1cers will ride with their
observers in mobile patrols while others
will conduct foot patrols. The objective
of this program is to break down the
communication barrier that exists be·
tween various segments of the University. By interacting on an individual
level, University members will develop
an interpersonal type of atmosphere and
will foster the coordination of ideas,
concepts, actions, and strategies for the
prevention of crime in the campus
community.

•
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The Howard University Crime Prevention Unit in conjunction with Alpha
Phi Alpha Fraternity, Inc. Beta Chapter
and the A~ani Rifle and Pistol Club of
Howard University are sponsoring
seminars on personal security devices
and non·lethal self-defense. The sen1inar will take place Friday, Feb. 1, in the
Blacl.;burn Center, ground level, from
12-2 p.m.
The HoY•ard University Crin1e Prevention Unit and the Howard University
Can1pus Watch are sponsoring a University-Wide Crin1e Prevention Seminar. The purpose of this seminar is to
establish Can1pus Watch Programs in
every segment of our University.
One of the purposes of the Crin1e
Watch Program is to promote crime
prevention training for faculty, staff and
students in conjunction with the
Universit)' 's Crime Prevention officers.
Crime watch men1bers will be delegated
to report all suspected or actual criminal
activity to HU Security. Members will
be trained to react in a swift and timely
manner. This tin1ely manner will give
Howard Securit)' a greater chance of
making an apprehension or an arrest.
This program will take place on Feb.
13, from 12-2 p.m. in the Blackburn
Center Lecture Hall.
•·Howard University students should
not " ·ail for the apocalypse to ask for
salvation. Security is ex lending the arm
and they have to grab it if they arc
interested in having a sa fe community
to live and leaJn 1n. sa id Brown.
Hopefully students, faculty, support
staff and administrators will reach out
to the many programs available through
the Crime Prevention Program and take
assertive action against the crimes
com,mitted against their working environment.
For information concerning any of
the Crime Prevention Programs, please
feel free to contact William Brown at
806· 1087 or 806· 1100.

bureaucraC)' to work with him in key
posts at several government agencies. ·•1
think he is a born leader."
The son of Jamaican immigrants to
continued from page 1
the south Bronx, Powell is the first black
1992.
man to hold the USA 'stop military post.
Powell refuses to speculate on any
"'The fact that he is African-American
political ambitions.
would certainly enhance his prospects
Bui Stephen Wayne, author of ''The in the Republican Party,"' Wa)•ne says.
Road To The Presidency,'' says Powell 's
Sen. John McCain. R·Ariz., a member
prospeqs fpr 1996 are solid.
of the Armed Services Committee, also
''I lhink he cardtnerge as a contender heaps praise on Po"'ell.
if he really has the kind of gut feeling to
''He is the finest mililary officer I've
run for office," says Wayne.
seen since \Vorld War II ," declares
Powell has the requisite camera appeal . McCain , a Vietnam veteran .
One of the lingering Persian Gulf crisis
He says Powell ··could probably start
images is Powell - in either desert out in the Senate, given his reputation."
fatigues or ribbon·bedecked service
Powell has three years left in his joint
uniform - issuing stern warnings to chiefs term , and McCain says the gen·
Saddam Hussein.
eral would feel '' he would be doing the
Powell, 53, is the youngest Joint Chiefs job a disservice·· by encouraging political
of Staff chairman ever. ''He could do speculation .
any job in the United States," says former
With Operation Desert Stonn widen·
Defense secretary Caspar Weinberger, ing, McCain says, ''I ' m also convinced
who plucked Powell - a former White .. that the last thing on his mind right now
House fellow - out of the military is a political career."

Powell

Housing

A7

Report

continued from page 2
Keene. In addition, this policy allows
students placed on waiting lists to know
their assignments before they leave.
Keene stressed that ''nine out of the
ten years the lottery has been in effect,
every student who paid their money on
time received an assignment.''
Lisa Lewis, a sophomore from St.
Louis disagreed.
''I sent in my application in Ftbruary
of '89 with my $50 deposit and I didn't
receive housing until I got here in January
and that ,was only because my mother
came and raised hell!'' Lewis said.
''Last year I was chosen in the lottery.
I sent my money in on time and I was
supposed to be in Sutton Plaza, but
when I got here I had no room!'' she
added.
Some freshmen share conflicting
views about the lottery.
Z u n d ra
Carter, also from St. Louis, said, ''I can't
think of any other way for them to do it.
You can.'t place everyone in cVcry donn
(so] you have to do it in anyway possible.
''I'm all for it as long as it's unbiased .··
Freshman Edward Sneed from California disagreed, ''I think it's kind of
ridiculous. I'm not even going to participate .''
For those who do not receive oncampus housing, the university has an
off·campus department to netp students
find alternatives.

Who's Who
continued from page 2
according to Squires.
''It takes anywhere between four to
eight hoUrs totally for each phase. It
takes an awful lot of time to do it,'' she
added.
Although it may be a time consum·
ing task, recipients such as Richard T .
Gibbs appreciate the fact that ··someone
sees the need to recognize well· rounded
students .''

continued from page 1
students' and Jenifer's final recommendations into consideration.
Jenifer said that the student's preliminary report did not differ significantly with the Commission's report.
''The difference is in the direction or
path to take to reach the goal of making
Howard a resource for the AfricanAn1erican community,'' Jenifer said.
''Most of the differences are in wording,
but the general idea is the same."
The HUSA report addressed two of
the main issues in the commission report
by revising the mission statement and
recommending a new method of measuring prospective students' academic
potential other than the SAT.
''We analyzed the entire the mission
which is about five pages long," April
Silver, HUSA president, said. ''The revised mission statement will hold the
university responsible for uplifting the
African-American con1n1unity in more
ways than being strictly a research
institution ."
Silver also said the new method of
measuring students' potential greatly
contrasts the commission's suggested
1000 SAT score for admission. However, she would not give any details.
·•we are suggesting to totally revise
the way to measure potential. After
speaking with President Jenifer, we feel
he is against the 1000 SAT recommendation, because the test is culturally
bia~d. Therefore there is no longer an
argument on that point," Silvers
said. ''Yet we want to give an alternative.''
Other points that were addressed in
the HUSA report include focusing on
Afro-centricity in all areas of Howard
and creating a required freshman orientation class and an entrepreneurial
sequence for every sc;hool and college.
''Alloftheseproposalwillcmphasize
self determination, self ownership,
community service and pride in our
African-American heritage,"Silversaid.
Other major points the commission
proposed, such as the closing the School
o'f Human Ecology and creating a new

health professions college, were not
addressed in the HUSA preliminary
report, Silver said.
''We have agreed to tum in those
rccommendationsandrcportsinourfinal
draft, which is due today," Silver said.
''This will give the individual schools
and colleges more time to research the
issues for support of their proposals .''
Originally,theindividualschoolsand
colleges were to turn in their recommendations to HUSA by Jan,1, according to George Daniels, a member of the
HUSA Commission review committee.
However only six schools met that
deadline and by Jan. 29, three schools
still had not returned their self evalualions and responses to the commis'.sion.
This enabled the HUSA committee
to include their recommendation in the
preliminary report due on January 15,
Daniels said.
·
IvanBates,presidentofHUSApolicy
board , said students need to hold their
leaders responsible .
''Students need to hold their elected
student leaders accountable for their
actions and responsibility," Bales said.
''This commission report is one of the
nlostimportantissuesaffectingHoward
University. We must be very serious
about these reports ."
''Never before has a major president
asked for recommendations from the
student body the wa)' president Jenifer
has," Bales said.
At the last two past two policy board
meetings, the board was to discuss the
preliminary report and the direction of
the final report. Because a quorum of
nine representatives could not be
reached, the report could not be voted
upon, said Bates, who bad personally
telephoned all of the poilcy board
members.
Even though HUSA did not turn in
theindividualcollcgeandschoolreports.
theCollegeofMedicinestudentcouncil
chose to submit their's separately to
Jenifer, said Cic Freeman, president of
the College of Medicine student council.
.
Jenifer said that he also received
several responses from individual students.
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Tuition
continued from page.! I
advanta~e

of the opportunities by a
changing workforce and society,·· Jenifer
added.
To offset the tui1ion increase, Jenifer
said he has taken steps to increase the
availability of financial aid for students
most in need.
Jenifer maintained Howard is still
one of the best bargains in the country .
North Carolina A&T is the only histori·
cally black university with lower tuition.
Howard was recently named one of the
''10 best college bargains'' in the November 4, 1990 issue of Parade maga·
z1ne.
Diana Ginn, a senior majorir1g !:1·Art
History, thinks the increase will be

beneficial. ''It seems like a pretty large
increase. but I think it could be benefi'
cial to students.
I'm hoping it will
provide better programs, resources and
facilities for students with majors that
don't get much money from the administration,·· she said. ''for example,
in Fine Arts. we, often have to buy our
own supplies. It is still a pretty reasonable
price for a private unive rsit)'. ."
Rhona Smith, a junior Microbiology
major. is outraged at the tuition increase.
··1 think it's ridiculous. It 's already to
the point where tuition is too high. It's
difficult enough to come up with tuition
as it is," she said.
The board also approaved an increase
in the tuition surcharge for international
students that is nlandated by the U.S.
Congress.
Revenue from th ~ luition increase

•

continued from page 1
looking the wrong way,'' Bush said.
But the state of the union cannot be
based on the success of the military in
the Persian Gulf,according to Rep. John
Conyers, D-Mich., senior member of
the Congressional Black Caucus.
''The President has locked himself in
his war room, leaving our domestic needs
banging al the door," the chairman or
the House Government Operations
Committee said Tuesday in response to
the president's me5.$age.
Conyers said that while Kuwait is
being liberated, areas of the country,
such as Southeast D.C. and inner Detroit,
are still !'under siege."
Citing rising unemployment, under·
employment and inflation rates, Conyers
said that the state of our Union is declining.
''The poverty rate for African American children is particularly shocking 43%. Drop out rates in predominantly
poor, minority sChool districts typically
ranges rrom 30-50%," Conyefs said .
While Bush called the U.S. involvement in the Gulf ''jUS:t," the NAACP
also assured that the Civil Rights Bill
that Bush vetoed in 1990 is "fair and
equitable.''
4'

Bush's optimistic talk of life on the
homcfront and victory in the Gulf also
has met opposition from students and
faculty at Howard University .
''Tlie United States is on a slippery
historical slope which will bring both
foreseeable and unforeseeable catastrophes, •• said William Worthy, visiting
professor in the School of the Communications.
''The war is already a disaster for the
whole word, morally, politically and
economically, and the disaster will be
compounded every hour the slaughter
continues," Worthy said.
Channaine Ravizee, a sophomore
from Birmingham, Ala., said that Bush
may have been overly euphoric when he
declared U.S. victory in the Gulf.
''I think it's too early to tell who's
gonnawinandwho'sgonnalose.No-

reportedly will be used to pay the interest on a $63-million bond issue by the
University to fund a new addition to
Bethune residence hall renovation of
the LawSchool, new campus lighting
and modernization of !he elevators in
Meridian Hill dormitory.
With regard to the increase in student
housing, the Board stated: "The continually increasing cost of supplies, labor and services and the historically low
housing charges at the Uni'!ersity require this increasae at this tiffie. "
The rate for a single room in a regular
dormitory will increase from $2,250 to
$2.450 per year.
Revenue from increases in other stu·
dent fees will be used "to provide sorely
needed fund~ for repairs," th eboa1d
added.

•

•

body knows how many days it will take
and how many lives will be lost before
the war is over. All we can do is trust in
God," Ravizee said.
The ~ fo the dome&tic issues
may be just a"1clear as the solution to
the crisis in the Persian Gulf., But both
Conyers and Hooks offered suggestions
to alleviate some of the problems.
''We say to the President, the solution
is not elusive. Simply sign the same
Civil Rights Bill you vetoed in 1990,"
Hooks said.
Conyers sees revitalizing urban centers as a big step toward establishing a
nation of well-being. He suggested diverting money from the Pentagon budget that was once used to revitalize
Western European cities to revive
American cities.
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The HoMrs Program in the School of Communications
Invites The Howard University Community
Tu A Forum on the Persian Gulf War
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THE MARTIN LUTHER
KING JR. FORENSICS
SOCIEl'Y
(HOWARD UNIVERSI'l'Y SPEECH TEAM)
PRESENTS

·LIFT EV'RY VOICE

-

A SALUTE IN SPEAKING
TO AFRICAN-AMERICAN
MONTII

GUEST SPEAKERS
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William Worthy, Annenberg Visiting Professor, and renowned
journalist

.
.
Dumi MatabaM, fonner Representative of Afnca National
Congress
Dr. Su/nyman Nyang, Direcwr, African Studies Center
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1991 VALENTINES CABARE'f

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 8, 1991 AT 8:00 P.M.
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HOWARD INN,
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LANGSTON ROC>f'

Si11gleis - $10 in advance / $15 at the door

SATURDAY FEBRUARY 9, 1991AT6:00 .PM
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.

couples - $20 in advance / $30 at the door

Wednesday, February 13, 1991
4:00 -6:00 p.m.
C.B. Powell Communications Building
Screening Room -West
SEE MAP

TickEtS for the dance only are now

THE BLACKBURN AUDITORIUM ON
THE HOWARD UNIVERSITY CAMPUS
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SOMETIMES YOU JUST HAVE TO
KEEP SAMPLING UNTIL YOU
FIND ONE YOU LIKE
•

'

MINORilY GRADUATE FEllOWSHIPS

'

for
DISSERTATION RESEAROf and WIUTING
Two feUO\\'Ships for minority students in the last
phase of their doctoral wo("k a.rt" available fur the
1991-92 academic year. The fell<m'Ships "ill he
awarded to students on a competiti\~ basis. The

/

•

Fellows will be required to teach one course ~r
se:ne-ster.
Eligibility requirements art":

Academic area: Match with a program in one of
the schools of the Universit)' - Graduate School of
Arts and Sciences; Elliott School Or International
Affitirs; School of Engineering and Applied Sci·
ence; School of Business and Public Management ·
School of Education and f-luman ~lopment '

•

l1oosing a job thal you like can be as puzzling as
ch0<lsing <I chocolate lhal you like. They all look
grc:.11 011 the outside, bul what are they really like on the
i11sidc'! You just won't know. unless you sample them .
We h:.1vc developed a unique trJining program that
itlltJws you to do just that -- sample various jobs in our
tlrg;.1nizafion. It's called the Associates Progr.tm and we
i11vi1e you to take a closer look ...

OUR ORGANIZATION AND YOU
TIAA -CREF was founded in 1918 to meet the

C

Academic.requirements: All course work for
the degree completed and the candidate at the
dissertation stage.

Academic achievement: Strong academic rec·
ord and nidence of scholar!)· potential.
~commendation reqllittments: Candidates

should hn-"e ~etters of nomination from theiidisscnation achisors and ~·o other letters of
reconunendation from professors in theii- academic area.

.

ROTATI<>NAI, TRAINING

·rhc Associ;.11es Progran1 is an 18-111onth rotatio11al
tlcvclopn1e111 progran1 th;.tt tr;.1ins sm<tll groups tlf. new
prtll.cssi<ln<.11-lcve l stal·f n1e111bcrs in 111ajor l'u11ctio11s of·
lJllr <)rg;111iz;.1titlll . ThrtJugh y<>ur exposure t<> tlllf day ll1-d;.1y opcr;11io1ls a11tl with fom1al trai11i11g ;ind ir1de llClltlcn1 sl11dy, yc1u " ·ill clcvclop ;.1n undcrst;.1ncling of'
llllr busi11css a11d our 111arket .
Yot1 will l1avc the adva11t;.1ge of' 111ecting ;.1s :.1class
l'l1r 1·c1rn1;1l tr:.tini11g o.t11d worki11g in s111aller groups t'or
t111 -tl1c -joh dcvclt1p111l"rll. Associates rotate 1·or 1- 1/2 to
J 111t111tl1s throu gh seve n 111:.tjor 1·unctions. and h:.1ve the
llllJXlrtl1nil)' to 111:.1n;1gc a 1111.1jor assig11111cnt in e;.1c h.
UP<lll c<>mpl ctio11t1f' 1h-is pr<1gr;1m _yot1 will l1avc
111.: 1·0L111da1iu11 you 11ccd to lau11ch an exi.: iting arid
rL·w;1rtli11g i.:;1r1.•cr witl1 us.

Fell0\\'5 "ill recei,·e a stipend of 520.000 for the
academic )'Car. The appointment ffia}' be rcne\\'Cd
for one additionaJ )'ear. TI1ey " 'ill l1a\l: access 10
established scholars in their fields of research and to
appr~priate fucili1ie~ . Preference \\ill be gi\"en to
candt?ates who are interested in furure uni\·~rsity
teaching and '\\tlO have not done prior graduate
v.·ork at this in.stirurion.

Application: To apply, send curriculum \ita, tran-

scrip.ts, ~· outline of dissenitio n research, sample
publ1cat1ons and letters of reconunendation to:
•

~tinorit}' Graduate

Fell0\\<'5hips Program
for Dissertation Research and \l' riting
The George \\"ashin!?lon Uni\'t'l'Sif}·
Office of Fellcm."Ships and Gradu.1.te Student Suppon
2013 G Srreet, N .\'(1_
\'('ashington, DC 20052
( 202) 944-6829

retirement needs of people in education and research .
To further enhance their financial security . we also
provide individual. group and disability insurance.
Today. we are a leader in a trillion-dollar industry with
some $80 billion in assets.
,,
We are seeking graduates from liberal arts or
business progr:.1ms who have strong comm unications
and interpersonal skill s, as well as a record of"high
perf'onnt1nce <ind self development.

SEE US ON CAMPUS
If' the incon1c and security of· working f"or one of the
11a1ion's 111ost respcclcd ti11ancial institutions appeals to
you. conto.tcl your career placen1ent of'lice IOr an
appoi11trncnt. or contact us directly :
Ms. Ni chol <1Cox
Staffing Spec-ialisl
Teachers l11surance and Annuity Association
College Rctirer11en1 Equities Fund
·
730 Third /\venue

•

New York. NY 1001 7
I 800 TIA-CREF (exl. 4822)

'

Ensuring the future
for those who shape it. '"

APPUCATIONDEADLINE , ~IAROI 15, 1991
The l.oCOrJt< ll'Wll"lfl<J<l LM1'""ty '' an Equal 0ppom..Nt)
, ·J;-, .\llirmau•'<' Al..111"' ~rrM'<'r

.. .

Al,"ENTION: GRADUATING SE IORS
MAJORING IN COMPUTER SCI NCE,
MIS. MATH OR ENGINEERING.

TllJlllHHY M[UICAL COLLEGE
(;HAUll~ll:

S lliUIES IN
U!OCll[M!STHY AllU MOLECULAR BIOLOGY

'
I

l\l ~11~/1a1·ry ~lc(!ical Colleue, q1·aduale 11r·ogr,1111s a1·e av.1ilable in Oiocheniistry
ond Molecul1r ~ioloqy l ejJiny lo the Plo.U. degree. Oppo r tu nitie s
~xlst

•

fo1·

r-e'.'.;~;:: rr.11

111

•

111l1lecula1· l1iolu~1y-111ole cu lar ~1e 11eti cs

•

111er11b1·a ne biophysi cs

•

tra ns1ne111bra r1e siy11all ing, extt·acellular matrix and
fa c~o r researcl1

•

e r1 ;::y111;:Jlog_v an<.I stt·uctu1·e-fu11ction relatior1ships in n1acromolecules
c.e l J1ilar a11d rr12talJol ic

gro\~tt1

regulatio r1

cell biolo\J.Y 1Jf ce ll- ce ll a111J ce ll s ul1stratu1n .interactions
•

luition SU!)flOrt. i:; !)l' Ovided fo r a~l riua lifi ed students, in addition
tu a ar.1 J11 11L1al s 1.iper1J of up lo $11 ,000.
t·lel1Jrr·y flc·t! ic11! C1illec1~ is il l1 isto 1·ic u'll .Y bl'r.k
1· nSlvUIOil.
t"> t·
·~•I

Ifea11yi J. Ari11ze, P!1 . 0.

Chai r1•1an
Dept. uf Bioc~1e111i s try
11eharry Medical Colleye
Nashville, TN 37208
tel : (615) 327-6345

----- -------·----------- ---------------------------------- -------------------iviEi·tJ\f(1{Y w!EOiCAL COLLEGE

Na111t•
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A!ltlr!.'-.s ____ _

Our lnli nnation Technology Division is truly a
state-of-th an operation. We are global in our
ct>mmitme t to provide the technological resources
t<> suppon the varied interests of our clients
througho~t the world. And, as this world
changes- I.most daily-Information Technology is
a challeng unsurpassed:

•

•

The ob1ective of our program is to train and
provide practical experience to candidates through
a series of technical and industry-oriented modules.
Upon comP.letion of the tr.tining, the p-.u:ticipant will
be assigned to a position in Systems Development
or Teleco
unications.
1

Fcllowsl1ips For Gra<luate Studies J11
JJi11c~e111i s try / \11(1 Molec ular Biology

•

To <;xplor opportunities with us,
contact your Placement Office
to sclledule an interview.

If y<>u a • a motivated, high academic achiever
and expec to receive a degree in Computer Science,
MIS, Mat 1 or Engineering, and have some
knowledg . of COBOL and/or "C" language, we
encour-.ige you to speak with us.

-For furt /1 e1· ir1fo t·111atio n coniµ l ete and niail forn1 to:

•

The Infi ri11ation Technology
Division of
'G ol man, Sachs & Co.
will be on campus February 13th.

· 1 ·c:11~1 1 i'1or1c _ _ _ _ __

•

--- ----------- ----------- - -

Cit)'. state. zip

--

I a111 'i11tcresteJ i11 g:-atlual~ stu<ly begi1111iHg _____ fa ll / Sp riiig
to pursue
JJ!i .D.
f\.! .S.
------!received (ex1Ject lo :-eceive ) tl1e
____ degree in ________
Please se11d 111t• aprlic01t1011 111aterialr. .

Equal Clpp<inunity En1ph>yer
•
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TER ATI
National student conference plans anti-war activities
perspectives into a working platforn1
for the National Student and Youth
Can1paign.

By JENNIFER LISA VEST
'

HiHtop Staff Reportsr

'
Under a brilliant banner \vhich read
··students for Peace and Justice," O\' Cr

Participants from the Mid-Atlantic
region, including representatives from
1200 college and high school ~tudc1tts the U. of Delaware. Pittsburgh U., Penn.
came together for the first National · State. Swarth1nore, and Baltimore
Student and Youth Campaign for Peace
Community College, worked with IQCal
in the Middle East on Sunday, Jan. 27 at colleges such as Georgetown, U., George
Saddle Friends School in Washington, Mason. American U. and U. of Maryland
at College Park in setting a regional
D.C.
According to Leslie Watson, a agenda. Black colleges represented inSouthern University student and Con- cluded Tuskegee. Morehouse, Spelman,
ference chairperson, the conference was Clark Atlanta, Southern. Morris Br0\1.'n
called \vi th the objectives of: (I) setting and Norfolk State. Howard was repreup a structure for national student activist sented by a large contingent of Student
networking; (2) providing a means of Liberation Action Movement (SLAM)
sharing resources and coordinating ac- members.
tions; and (3) providing internal support
The Conference \\'as international in
for those organizations and individuals scope including students from Japan
working in the anti-war movement.
and France . Students participating in
Because this war has had the neces- the 40-country European Student Consaf}' effect of uniting ethnically and po- ference. held in Paris Jan. 12-13, sent a
litica lly diverse peoples and organiza- statement of international solidarity .
tions under a banner of peace and non- Many preestabli shed national and reintervention, there was a wide diversity gional studenl organizations sent repof perspectives represented. There were resentatives and position papers to the
sizable contingents of African-Ameri- conference. Included an1ong these were
cans, Palestinians and other Arab- the Progressive Student Network, the
, Americans, Asian-Americans particu- National Network of Campuses Against
larly Koreans, and Latinos. Po'litically the War, United States Student Asso- ,
the group included liberals and cOnser- ciation, StudentAction Union, the Black
vativcs, hippies, black nationalists , Belt Youth Brigade , the Student EnviMuslim and Christian groups, gay and ronmental Action Coalition, Student
lesbian rights. activists, environmental- Action Union, Students Against U.S .
ists, socialists, anarchists, revolution- Intervention in the Middle East, All·
Japan Federation of Student Unions.
ary comn1unists, pacifists, and others.
The slogan ··Where there is no General Union of Palestinian Students ,
struggle, there is no progress·· took on a and Students Organize Students, among
new meaning Sunday as the 1200 con- others.
A People of Color Caucus meeting
ference participants attempted to unite
their divergent political ideologies and was called by members of SLAM. a ,

Ho,vard-based direct action student antiwar organization. midway through the
conference in an effort to form a 11ctwork to coordinate national anti·war
activities, particular among people of
color. Approximately 300 students, the
majority of which were African-American. attended the caucus.
Participants in the People of Color
Caucus raised a number of important
issues not addressed by the general body
including the necessity to recognize what
was tenncd the •racist component' of
the \var, namely the fact that 65 percent
of the front line troops are black and
Latino and that 48 percent of the women
deployment to Saudi Arabia are Afri·
can-American. Mention was made of
the ' war at home· and the need for more
government spending on housing. educatio11. and social programs. Discussion
about racist motivations for the war
included mention of anti-Arab prejudice and the need for conference commitn1cnt ' to defend' Arab-Americans.
Support for Palestinian self-detennination was also proposed .

•

The co nference members agreed, at
its conclusion. lo adopt a number of
straightforward demands including an
immediate end to the war, return of our
troops. no legal or economic draft, dcvelopn1ent of a sustainable energy
policy, and an end to all occupation in
the l\.1iddle East. The conference members also initiated a written commitment to figllt racism .
One of the major victories of the
conference was the extensive network·
ing which was accomplished. Plans were
also initiated for a people of color antiwar co11ference to be held in March.

,

Military families come together for
support and to stop U.S. offensive
Groups criticize media censorship
BY SABRINA ELLERBE
HiNtop Staff Reporter

While the right-wing continues to
claim that in order to "support the troops"
Americans must support the Persian Gulf
war, organizations made up of the
families of militar)' persone I are putting
forth a different idea of what it means to
support the troops. Across the nation,
anti-war military family support groups
are being fanned to give a voice to those
who previously unheard from in the
mainstream media.
The Military Families Support Network (MFSN) a national organization
with headquarters in Wisconsin and
other branches in Pennsy lvania, Mary·
land, D.C. and Virginia , is made up of
the relatives, friends and fellow citizens
of the men and women serving in the

I

Gulf.
MFSN believes that an American
ground offe nsive would be a personal
tragedy for thousands of American
families and a disaster with unforeseen
consequences for our country as well as
abroad. The network supports thC use of
diplomacy to resolve the crisis that
America is facing.
Peter Miller, organizer of the MFSN,
said the organization was formed by
Alex Molnar, a parent of a soldier in the
Gulf. Molnar wrote a letter to President
Bush titled, ''Dear Mr. Bush, if my son
is killed in the Gulf, I won 't know why. ''
Molrfar was the first parent to speak out
against offensive militar,r operations .
When asked about the members of
the network, Millers said MFSN consists
of families members, veterans, and
patriotic citizens all across America .
''We draw people who arc 40 years old
and older because they arc the parents of
the troops.''
Miller mentioned that the press has
mislabeled MFSN as an ''anti-war organization." MFSN contends that they
arc not a pacifist organization and that
they do not oppose just wars, only unnecessary wars.
''We are not in favor of offensive
• military operation. The people that are
most concerned with the repercussions
of the war are those parents who have
sons and dau~hters serving in the Gulf
as land troops," said Miller.
Miller also said MFSN was in favor
of the original August nlandate issued
by the Bush Administration which meant
that the troops were there only in a
defensive operation . MFSN has fully

condemned Iraq' s aggression and supported the U.N. sanctions. But they also
oppose the massi, e dcplo)'mcnt of
American ground force s into the region .
When asked how other militar)'
families '' ic\v the organization. Miller
said. in terms of popu larity, the group is
relatively small . Howc\ Cr, he thinks that
as the war continues fa milies will sta rt
to view the war differently.
·iour organization is changing b)' the
niinute. \Vhat happens toMFSN depends
on what happens to our sons and
daughters fighting in the war. We have
a system of go'"·ernment that make s the
militar~' subserv ient to the civilian
leadership and that policy must change,''
Miller said .
Miller stre ssed th at n1any other
military groups see the organization as
Jess patriot ic. ''The attitude of other
military familie s will change as casualties get higher, \VC will become more
popular. We don ·t want our children to
die for ia mixed-up policy. We are not
advocating any form of military disobe dience," he said.
When asked about support for Gt
resistance, Miller said MFSN hasn't
really dealt with that issue yet.
Miller also talked ab<>u t a 30-second
MFSN televisior1 ad\•ertisement that
ABC. NBC, a1l<l CBS refused to air
because they considered the commercial to be too.controversial.
''The local networks felt the ad was
too conlrove'rsial because it told no lies
to the public about this war. The ad
shows a picture of troops in the Gulf and
then it shows a picture of Do\•er, Delaware military base where all the casualties are brought back home,'' said Miller.
Another family support group has
been implemented by the National
Coalition to stop U.S. intervention in
the Middle East . Diane Mathiquetz, a
Coalition organizer, said the National
Coalition has jusl started to organize
family support committees for military
families.
Mathiquetz said the National Coalition is giving family members a chance
to speak out to the world. She feels that
military families are being marginalized
by the media, and the government will
not give Americans public statistics on
the percentage of military families be ing thrown out of their homes because
of a decrease ·in salaries.
''The family members are suffering.
Their n1llitary allotment is reduced when
troops are sent off to war, Now the
n1ilitary administration sa ) 'S that if your
1

1

I

..
T/1e vast majority of
Cl's i11 t/1e Gulf are
poor a11d working
people. Tliey were
forced i11to tl1e niilitary
by tlie economic draft,
t/1e prod11ct of
11ne1nployme11t,
povelftt;, and a lack of
'
i?ducational
opportunities,
~

,

famil)' member is sent to war, the food
allotment can be cut up to $200,'' said
l\.1athiquetz.
The National Coalition wants the
public to know that there arc countless
examples of nlilitary personnel who have
had their home s and cars taken away
from them because they were not get·
ting enough nloncy to meet their living
expenses.
Mathiquetz also said the National
Coalition fonned the family support
committees to ''support the unprecedented number of Gl's who have spo·
ken oul for support of the military families .''
''Gl's are in a position where they
have to keep quiet. The vasl majority of
Gl 's in the Gulf are poor and working
people . They were forced into the mili·
tary by the economic draft, the product
of unemployment, poverty, and a lack
of educational opportunities,'' she said.
Hatchett Norris, another anti-war
organizer for the National Coalition said
in terms of media coverage and the Bush
administration, only those families that
are patriotic are acknowledged.
''Those families interviewed on
television arc selected families. The
Bush administration wants to show those
families that fully support all efforts of
the war. Bush tells the American people
that he is reaching out to the families.
but the children of military soldiers are
sent off to live ..,, ith their grandparcnlS
without a substantial amount of finan·
cial assistance ,., he said.
MFSN and the National Coalition
invite students to join them in their
efforts. For more information call (202)

Conference members agreed t adopt many demands Including a quick end to the war.

Commentary

Shut the televi ions off and the war down
BY D. MALCOLM CARSON

Sta" Repott•

Hiltop

Watching the television news or
reading the newspapers these da ys I get
a sick feeling in my stomach. I know I'm
being deliberately lied to, but there's no
way for me to verify the truth .
We're told that 83 percent of the
American people support Bush 's war
tactics, Who did they poll-a bunch of
rednecks at the local American Legion
bar? Neither I nor anyone I know was
interviewed for this poll, so to me, it's
irrelevant.
We ' re told that after more than 15,000
bombing raids over Iraq-many of them
carpet bombings with B-52 bombers-that there have beer;i only a few dozen
Iraqi civilian casualties . Try tens of
thousands, at least .
The amount of explosives that are
dropped on Iraq every da y is the
equivalent of two atomic bombs the size
of those dropped on Hiroshima, Japan,
which killed over 100,000 instantly.
We arc constantly being fed this
warped concept of''support the troops,''
meaning support the war. I full)' support
the troops ... that's why I don't want
them to come home in body bags. It is
ridiculous that President Bush can send
a half a million t_roops to the Middle East
with no mandate from the American
people, no vote in Congress, and then
now we 're supposed to ''support the
troops,'' by supporting the war,
Then there's the so-called successes
of the Patriot missiles. They say, ''An
Iraqi SCUD missile was destroyed by a
Patriot over Tel Aviv, but the debris

'

caused some damage .'' Then they show
a whole section of town in shambles:
fires raging, people dead. Do they think
we' re total! y stupid? This shouldn't be a
surprise because the same people that
own the companies that manufacture
the missiles also own the media .
The worst case has been the so-called
oil spill. Now they claim that Hussein
let millions of barrels of lhC very substance this war is being fought over into
he Persian GµJf as an act of ''environental terrorism ." I don't think so. We
now they've been carpet bombirig
uwailtryingtowipe out the Iraqi Anny,
so probably inad\•ertcntly hit the oil
acility and started a spi ll .
Now they claim that they stopped the
pill by bombing the facility. What kind
sense does this make? TO me this is
' an excuse so that when the cameras
just
finally do get there and they see a bombed
'
facility,
they won't blame the U.S. for
the spill.
Except for CNN, all of the reporters
are safely holed up hundreds of miles
~way in Riyadh, Saudi Arabia rewriting
Pentagon press releases and giving them
to the American public as fact.
The anti-war movement is being
c~nsored. Just for comparison's sake,
let's look at two days of activity from
a Mother perspective . Here is just a sampling of some of the anti-war activities
tHat took place tl1e final days before war
broke out, none of which was reported
id the media :
\ Chicago: 5000peoplesurrounded the
Federal building and marched downtown
blPcking traffic . When police attacked.
a paddy wagon was blocked, flags were
burned and trash cans were thrown into

thr

streets. 7000 returned the next day for a
24-hour vigil .

Minneapolis: 2000 blocked the Fed·
eral Building.
New York: 1000 high school students
walked out of school and marched
through the city. 10,000 rallied at the
U.N., following 6CXX) who did so the
day before.
San Francisco: 5000 people surrounded the Federal building. The Bay
Bridgewasshutdown.10,000shutdown
the Golden Gate Bridge and made
bonfires on Market Street. 1200 stu·
dents ~k~d out at Berkeley, 400 at
Riehm !lf.S., while ~ents at one
high school were locked in lo prevent a
walkout.
Santa Cruz, CA: 10,(K)() protesters

blocked the freeway, 250 high school
students walked out of class, cxi'ting
through windows when a teacher locked
them in.
'
Los Angeles: !UCLA students took .
over the adminislration building.
Olympia, W 1500 college students
occupied the sta(e Capitol for a night.
Seattle, WA :. Students walked out
from 10 differerit high schools, including 300 from a black high school, l(K)()
college students shut down 1 5. 60,000
attended a candlelight vigil, 7000 took .
over a bus tunnel and 3000 demonstrated at the Federal building.
Docs this sound like 83 percent of
America united behind Bush's war?I
\
I suggest that we just shut the telJvisions qff right now and go out into!the
streets and make some news tlursettcs.
Then it won't matter what the T .V. ~ays
is going on because w0'11 know it firsthand. Peace.
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Bell Communications Research, (Bellcore) provides the
research, engineering, and technical support necessary
to keep its owner I clients, the 'Bell operating companies.
on the leading edge.
With over 8,000 highly talented employees on staff,
we are one of the largest research consortiums in the
world and the source of significant breakthroughs in a
wide variety of technical areas.
We have openings. at our northern and central
New Jersey facilities for creative thinkers who are
interested in making a significant contribution in:

•

•
•
•
•
•

.

-

Software Design and Development
Applied Research
Network Information Systems
Systems Engineering
Network Planning

• A BS, MS or PhD degree in Computer Scjence,
Computer or Electrical Engineering is a requirement.
We're also looking for individuals with PhD degrees
in Mathematics, Statistics, Operations Research,
Physics or Human Factors Engineering .

r

Sign up at the Carj!er Planning & Placement Center
to meet our recruiters on campus, February 11.
Manager, Tech~ical Employment
Bell Communications Research
Department 127 I 1405 /91
4C"l30, CN 1300
Piscataway, NJ 08854

•

•

An equal opportunity employer.
•

•
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·Haute couture covers Howard's yard

sh!

Fashions reflect self-expression
By CATHERINE PROCTOR
HINtop Staff Reportsr

While Howard is a place to learn,

to grow, and to make long lasting
friendships, it is also a

and regionally-influenced trends, as
well as styles that bespeak
sociopolitical consciousness. For
some students, apparel is affected by
a dress code dictated by their schools.
Many studying in the fields of

testing ground for the

exhibition

of one's

personality. It is a runway
for the innovative, the

creative, the business-like,
and the casual. It is an open
display of the soul.
An errant glance upon
the grounds or within its
hallowedhallscouldcause ·

a stranger to mistake a

Howa rd student for an
animated fa shio n-pl

stencil. And perhaps h
would be right to think

because Howard students,
like stencils, are originals
who each have a style of

their own.
A question often asked
of this diversely-clad
student body is whether

,

we lend to overdress lo go
to class. Without a doubl,
Howard student s look
good and the)' know it, but
it is pot a question of
ove"idressing bul of selfexpression.
Many students heard,
during their high school
years, thal ii was wise nol
lo attend Howard if you
didn't have any "gear."
Mo~t Sl\ldcnts wear what pleases
them: haute couture, fashions that
are in vog.ue, California casual, local

business and communication find
themselves dressing for the type of
careers tl1ey 11fe hoping to one day

hold.
Is one's style of dress a "black
thing'' or a Howard exclusive? When
asked if the fashions walking around
l;loward 's campus were indigenous,
Patrice, a junior psychology major,
said clothing styles were
''not really any different
[here] from other black
schools."
Perhaps it is a mutual
appreciation of looking
good. Or maybe, it is
influenced by .the black
pride that seems to
pervade black institutions
of higher learning. Of
white and mixed
counterpart schools,
Wesley, a transfer student
who is a junior majoring
1n
Afro-American
studies, said that ''white
schools are more casual
[in their dress).''
Do women tend to
dress better than the men
at Howard? ''Generally,
women are better dres.'ien: ·
than guys, but I've seen
some guys that really
dress well.'' said Nicole,
a freshman majoring in
chemistry.
Fridays, that last day
of the week, is a big day
forself·exprwion at HU.
This is the day when the
rigors of the past week
arc pushed aside, and the
rites of weekend begin.
_On the yard, especially, is the place
where students find thempelves
dressed in their nicer week-day garb

Black
heroe·s

,

•

Y·
saluted

•

ffi\JS)J

By USA M. MILLER
•
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'.
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Nichole Glass struts to class In hat and leather trench.
to ''talk the talk'' and ''walk the walk''
of the unfettered student (at least for
the next two days).
Sequined hats, big hair, baggy
jeans, over-priced handbags, hot
blazers, cool pumps, si'lky blouses,
real busy shirts. and supple leather
jackets are several seasonal
selections that students love to sport
onihose pretty Friday afternoons.
So to all you critics and

unbelie\.·ers. know that Howard is ,
not a scholastic fashion show, at l~t
not in negative tenns. Far from that
in fact, it is a c.clebratioD"Ot sclf- 1
expression and an exhibitio'ii (o?en
to the public) of pcrsonality; 'Jusf
consider Howard the runway of life
for up and coming designtrs lbd the .
home of the well-lcnoWii lifing .i.;i; tf~
you have it. flaiint·ltl '-~;:t.V:'~
\

.
• ' •.hi
.
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Bring a little piece of home to your dorm room
BY SHANDRA MCDONALD
Hilltop Staff Reporter

It' s Friday, and another tiring. )·ct
challenging week of life at Howard
Universi ty has passed. As Rashccn
Mohammed, a senior majoring in
' architecture, enters the elevator in Sutton
Plaza. after a long day of \\'Ork. the on l)'
thing on his mind is getting into his
dorm room and relax ing.
Upon entering Rashecn ·s roon1 ,
which he has shared with Anselmo
Gordon, a junior majoring ·in Public
Relations, since 1988, one is distracted
by many of the posters which hang fron1
. the walls. Slogans- as ··we must not
allow any force 10 make us feel like we
don't count," and ''Live the drean1."
protrude from the corners of one of the
posters with Dr. King 's face emanating
from 1he center.
As Rashccn turns the corner and
enters the ''l iving room." it is easy to sec
why he looks forward to coming home
after a long day of work and why

Anselm o 1s
taking a nap in
the middle of
the afternoon.
He feel s living
there is ''like
living in a
apartment.''
There is a
sofa · situat ed
again st one
wall , \vhich is
as soft and
con1fortablc as
'
!a)ling
on
feathers: a Sofa
chair which is
equally
as Pictures, posters
con1fortable is
dircctl)' across fron11l1c sofa: a11d bcn t·ath
their feel is a \\'a rn1 :.,:.. ~ Ori~' 11 1 ;1I rug.
··J an1usrd lo walkin g on rugs instead
"'1 flt"o(\r.; . " A :i.;c Im .'.l s:1 id. Ra <;h cc n staIcd
l!c ldoks forward 1ocon1ing home so he
··~·:i 11 sit a11d chill on nly cou ch."
Hope Alford, a senior majoring in
Con1putcr Systen1s Engineering. has also

'·

'' This
IS
hon1e away from
home. I am trying
to make it as
corP..fortablc as
possible,·· Hope
said . She has
accomp li shed
this by the floral
curtains hanging
•
.,__
fron1 her window
and the bedspread
that n1at'chcs.
Hope
also
purchased a rug
to nlake the room
feel even more
and pizzazz make the difference In a room .
comfo rtab le.
''When you
c.1 .: away fro111 home, it helps to con1e
gone to grcJt lengths in n1ttking her
home to someplace where you can relax,''
roon1 a ''home away from home .'" On
Hope said, ''This is for my cnjoyn1e111.''
the outside, Hope's room is similar to
Some students like Dean BrattO'n, a
""'' "''h":r females' room in Bethune, but
after opening her door the first thing that senior from Diamond Bar, California.
comes to one's mind is the smell of believe that decorat ing your room,
flowers fro m the incense she frequently ·· reflects a little bit of pe rsonal ity."
Dean 's sports :posters of Ricky
burns.

II:

Henderson, Michael Jordan, and Hershel
Walker are a refleclion of his interest in
sports.
Dean also describes a personal fceling
of satisfaction in decorating bis room
because, ''I know when someone walks
in, they can learn a little bit about me."
Monica Wilson, a senior Fashion
Major, decorales_her room for comfon,
as well as a meansof''getting away from
the pressures of school."
Wilson has several different things
in her room for decoration: a stuffed
animal, pictures of black fashion
~signers and models, and a giant rubber
sh1 rk . Symbolically, "my room
represents different phases in my life."
She remembers her room has changed .
over the years just as she has.
Psychologically, many students
be lieve decorating dorm rooms can
c0nt rihute to doing well in school. Many
times s1udents are unable to jeave their
room when it is time to study because of
ti me constraints, safety, or other reasons.

There is an old African proverb which
states, "Until the lions have their own
historians, tales of the hunting will
always glorify the hunter." Now the
lions of black history have their chance
to roar in' a salute to ''Black Heroes In
the Hall of Fame.''
The salute i.s a musical production,
dire.ct from London, which opens its
national tour in the states at Cramton
Auditorium during February 5-10. It
stars an international cast of 45 actors,
singers, dancers, and musicians who
hope lo show a positive portrayal-of
black culture.
The show not only aims to be
entertaining, bul educational to people
of all races. One can expect to see
portrayals of great African kings and
queens, militant freedom fighters,
Marcus Garvey, Martin Luther King Jr.,
Malcolm X, and Nelson and Winnie
Mandela.
The 11\usiCif will include por)!ayals
and pedonnances by musicians, artists,
dancers, and writers from Africa, the
Caribbean, and the United States. The
famous and legendary Bob Marley is ·
one of the figures they salute.
Contributions of black doctors ,
lawyers, scientists, social activists ,
athletes, and political statesmen and
women will also be saluted.
The production was created by Flip
Fraser in collaboration withJ.D. Douglas
and Ken Kendricks and the show has broken box office records in the British
Isles during its three year tour.
''It was created to preserve our heroes •
names and promote our heroes aims.
From the beginning, we saw it as a good !
argument for race relations. We can
give both blacks and whiles a chance to
see what black people have already
achieved and remind ourselves of how
much there is left to accomplish. The
dream continues.'' said Fraser in a press
statement.
Tickets are now on sale for the show
and all seats cost $10.50 for students
with I.D. The cost for all other shows,
except a Saturday matinee and opening
night (which arc $10.50) are SIS .SO
aeneral admission.

see DORM, page B

The King's of H.E.A.R.T.S .
•

By KAREN GOOD
Hilltop Staff Raporter

•

'

'

Cal l it fate, intui1ion. or just "oncof-thosc-gut· feelings. " but I think I've
stumbled across something really big.
1
Even though I was thirty minutes late
for this last-minute interview, the guys
of Howard University 's own new upand-coming rap group. The Kings of
H.E.A.R.T.S . (The Hiearchy of
Eclucatcd Arrogant Rebels Transmitting
Subliminals), still made me feel at ease
(They should l1ave. One of them was an
hour late).
Comprised of Jimn1y Crockett (a.k.a.
''Jimmy C-The Conductor·'), Bcnjan1in
''Gizmo'' Issac (a.k.a. ''Romeo G.-The
Sub)iminal Seducer·'), Sean ''Poupon''
McCray (a.k.a. "'Triple X Con-1he
Subliminal Crin1inal''), James Young
(a.k.a. ''Young Love''), and Scan '' D.J:·
Assanah (a .k.a. '" D.J . Dzine""), the

''Kings'' arc a group of students ready to
tear down the ste reotypical rap images
and 1yrics of a now stead ily approaching
predictable indus1ry. and crea1c their
own world-subli111ina ll )', of course .
''The purpose of our sun1bliminal
n1cssages is to make people think .'' sa id
Giz. a 21 year old English nlajor fron1
Sacran1cnto. Cali fornia. ''To give people
the feeling that something else is 1hcre.
The way they nlct was sin1plc enough.
All one time n1cn1bcrs of the ROTC on
campus (except for Scan A.. whon1 they
met in the production studio), Poupon
and Giz decided to play with a few of
• Giz's rl1 yn1cs under Poupon ' s
producti on. Jan1cs e11tcrcd tl1c scene as
a11othcr vocalist (rapper) wl1ilc Ji n1n1)'
came up \vith ideas for tl1c n1usic. and
the rest is history-in the n1aking.
My first question was fairly obvious.
I had to kno\v right off why they \\'ere
doing this ; after all, in this day and age,
rappers are a din1e a dozen (a11d by now

I

the price has probably dropped).
''To get paid," Giz said. ''To get paid
so l can si~ in the shade, drink a little
lemonade in the summertime."
''We want to show everybody," said
James, a 20 year old accounting major
from Mt. Laurel, New Jersey, ''that it 's
alright to have an S-Curl (referring to
Poupon)."
These kinds of statements went on
for some time, but after much joking
and laughing, the guys took on a serious
tone and got down to business.
··we want to come off as different,"
Giz said. ''We want to come off as
controversial [to the} censors and the
au dience s.
Not nasty, vulgarcontroversial . but. ''Wait a minute. These
[guys} are crazy."
'' Hut seriously," he continues. ''I
think our n1usic could be a welcome
breath of fresh air in a growing

see HEARTS, page 8 .

•

Heart's members: Jimmy Crocket, Sean McCray, Ben)amln 'Glzmo' l111c, James Young.
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What do we do at Microsoft when we 're not
revolutionizing the world of personal computing?
Anything we want.
Microsoti is in Redmond, Washington, tninutes away' from the active city life of Seattle. Musically, we enjoy everything from internationally
acclaitned opera, to an evening with Phil Collins
at the Tacoma Dome. Pro sports? Try doing "the
wave" while cheering on Seahawk football,
Mariner baseball or SuperSonics basketball.
Our shopping and restaurants are equally varied, from Eddie Bauer to Gucci,
and hofbrau
to dim sum. And
•
\vhcn we're not laughing with
Dana Carvey and Dennis Miller
at the Comedy Underground
Club, we 're taking in a play at
the 1990 Tony award winning
Seattle Repertory Theatre.
We're not limited to indoor
•
recreation. Situated between the
Cascade and Olympic mountain
rdllges, the great outdoors
•

'

doesn't get any greater an this; kayaking in
the swirling Skykomis~ River, rock climbing
in the north Cascades, dhartering a sloop ll,l_
wat~h Orcas·dive for di 1 ner, skiing in the deep
snow at Crystal Mount n--you can even
drive 20 minutes to Sn ualmie, setting of
. TV's mysterious "Tw· Peaks."

•

Get a life.
If you 're pursuing I BA/BS, MS or PhD
deg1ee in Computer Scjence, Electrical Enginee~ng, Applied Math, Applied Physics or related
tech?ical area, then let's talk
abo t your program1ning
ex ·ence, design skills
and/ r exposure to managing rojects. Relocation is
avai able for both summer
and ull-time positions.
fe are an equal opportuni~ employer and are
worl6ng toward a more cul1
tural y diverse workplace .
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Can you have your steak -- and lose weight too?
cholesterol·raising. saturated kind) than
either turkey or chicken.
It is not recommended that you regularly
Hiiitop Staff Reportflf
indulge in an oversized portion of prime
Back in the days when rib (with 315 calories and 26 grams of
carnivores roamed free, the notion of fat in just three one.es. it's hardly dietetic).
''balanced meal'' meant a hearty steak. Rather, you should eat three onces of a
a baked potato, plus a couple of items ' lean cut eaten no more than twice a
from theothcrtwofood groups. Few week.
''A large intake of meats high in .:
people worried about the sometimes
negative effects of red meat on the fat could be detrin1ental to your health,··
body until the health-coiiscious '80s. said Wallace .

By CRYSTAL WHALEY

when suddenly, even a bite of sirloin
was made to seem like a taste of
death.

A little bit of beef is no longer
considered· bad for you-it won't
make you fat. and it won't give you a

heart attack.
''Beef is a good source of
protein needed to build and repair
tissues, however it must be eaten in
moderation." said Carl Wallace
R.D.L.D.. a dietician at Howard
University Hospital. ''People need
to start changing their food lifestyles
in order to maintain good health ."
Admittedly, protein· rich beef
sti11 contains more fat (the

When consumed in moderation.
meat is a wonderful source of vitamins
and minerals; including vitamins B6,
B 12. zinc, niacin and ''heme., iron. which
actually boosts the absorption of iron
from the foods . This is a plus for
women. who tend to have iron
deficiencies .
Once hard to find and expensive
to buy, lean meat is no\v readily available
at the local supermarket. according to
Franklin Shirin. Ph . D .. extension meat
specialist at the University of Nebraska
in Lincoln. The nation 's cattle farmers
are breeding trimmer steers and bringing

FOR WOMEN ONLY

What's Stress Got to Do.With It?
Irritable·Bowel Syndrome (IBS) has long been linked 10 workplace stress
and has even been called the career woman's disease. Characterized by
chronic abdominal pain, vomiting and diarrhea, JBS is a significant cause of
workplace absenteeism, affecting 2810 30 million Americans, and is 25 10 30
times n1ore common in women than men .
Now a new drug treatment suggests that the condition may be innuenccd
more by hormone levels tha.i:i by stress.
''Stress can make IBS worse," said John Mathias, M.D., director of
gastroenterology at the University of Texas Medical Branch at Galveston.
''But it is not caused by stress.''
When Mathias treated 50 fen1ale JBS patients with daily injections of the
synthetic hormone Lupron, all but four en1erged symptom-free within ~evcral ,
weeks.
The drug inhibits production of the female sex honnone progesterone,
Which Mathais believes contributes to IBS in women with nerve or muscle
diseases. Eariler research had shown th~t IBS symptoms often worsen just
after ovulation, when progestrone is secreted.
While early Lu pron ,f indings are hopeful , more research is required before
t~e drug is approved by the Food and Drug Administration as an effective
treatment of the syndrqme.
•
Since won1en who use Lupron temporarily cease menstruating, it is likely
to be used primarily for severe !BS cases.

.. . 1/.,rc

them to market earlier.
There are two ways you can
control the fat content in red meat. First
choose the proper cut, which is
determined by the part of the steer from
\vhich the meat comes-some are more
caloric than others. Second, watch the
grade. ''You have to consider the amount
of marbling or fat laced within a
particular piece of meat,'' said Shirin.

Sheah Rarback, R.D., a representativf
for the American Diete1ic Associatio~.
''If it is mostly red, with little marblin,,
it is probably low in fat."
Unlike regular cuts of meat,
ground beef is hard to estimate in termf
of fat content because it is not subject t
federal regulations. It would be a goo
idea to ask the local butcher to custo
grind a cut that is low in fat, such as top
round.
Prime grade, which is high in fat,
Lean as it may be in th
contains the most marbling and is sold supemiarkel, meat's caloric conten
mostly in restaurants and top·notch can be reduced even further by preparin~
butcher shops;
it properly. Start by trimming away al
visible fat. Also, make sure that yo
Choice grade has somewhat less have cut individual portions down to
fat, and Select ( which. ironically. three ounce size.
Rarback suggests ''stretchin
happens lo be the least expensive) has
Jhose three onces by making t-hem on
comparatively little or no fat.
of a few ingredients-for example, i
To arrive at the most dietetic chilli, stew stir·fry, fajitias or spaghett '
selection, choose both a low-fat grade . with meat sauce."
and a low.fat cut. If you take the time
One draw back of Jow·fat beef is
and effort 10 choose a low fat grade, but
then buy a fatty cut, you arc canceling that it can be as tough as proverbial shoe
leather if it's not cooked properly.
out the benefits.
Marinating it for at least two hours will
''Look at the meat carefully,'' said make a significant difference.

H/Ntop Staff R9portw
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If your fitness routine has ever been
interrupted by a mys1erious period of
fatigue, it may be that you have pushed
your body into a state of overtraining.
While scientists arc still struggling to
define the symptoms of this syndrome,
it is usually associated with a drop in
performance . WQrkou1s that once
seemed easy become very difficult .
Overtraining may happen gradually,
over weeks or months. or ii can hit
overnight as the result of one intense
workout. The only cure is 1ocut back on
heavy exerci~ for several days or even
weeks, depending on the severity of the
condition.
Any vigorous exercise creates
microscopic tears in muscle cells, and
also stresses lendon s, bones aiid other
body systems.
If you don ' t give your body time to
recover fully. it can break down 1n
various way s, according to a
representative of the orthopedic
department of 11oward University
Hospi1al.
Poor nutrition can also contribute lo
over1ra1n1ng. If you are not eating
enough carboh)•drales, your muscles
may run low on glycogen, leading to
chronic fatigue, according to a dietician
al the Howard University Health Cen1cr.
''One of the best safeguards is a
regular test workout, '' says Dr. Charles
McDonold, an assistant professor of
orthopedics al the University of
Maryland.
'
''If you arc a runner, do three miles al

a preselected pace for a few weeks.
After the second and third miles, record
your pulse rate and compare it with
previous workouts," McDonold
suggested.
''If your heart rate is up by 10 percent or
more, watch out; your cardiovascular
system is showing signs of strain, and
you may be on lhe verge of overtraining.''
A few olher rules of fair play for your
body, according to McDonald, are :
I . If you feel especially good during
a workout, don't increase the intensity
or lenglh of the training session. Instead,
congratulate yourself for feeling great
and finish the workout as planned .
'

~

Overtraining n1ay
happen gradually,
over weeks or
n1onths, or it can
hit over11igl1t

"
2. Alternate a hard day of training
wi1h a couple of easy days, and follow
your hard weeks with pushover weeks.
3. Never increase your intensity of
training dramatically, and don 'I step up
the amount of training you do by more
than five percent from week to week.
4. Eat plenty foods rich in vitamins,
minerals,\and carbohydrates.
5. Get adequate sleep. If overtraining
syndrome strikes anyway, first check
with your physician to be sure nothing is

or

lice/

AMASTER ,
PIECE MARINADE

IBE ABSOLUTELY
LEANEST CUTS

1 cup burgundy wine

(Based on a cooked three ounce serving
of trimmed, sclect·gr_a de beet) ·

1 small onion, chopped

1 clove garlic, minced
2 tbs, parsley, chopped
1 tbs. Worcestershire sauce

I tbs. sugar
I tsp. salt ·
1/2 tsp. pepper

1/2 tsp. oregano

•
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Doctors and dentists infected with
the A IDS virus should stop doing surgery
or tell their patients about their condition,
according to the American Medical
Association (AMA) and the American
Dental Association (ADA).

infection to get tested.
The dental association was skeptical
when the federal Centers for Disease
Control (CDC) reported in August that
a dentist may have infected one patient.
Soon after that report, Dr. David Acer
of S1uart, Fla. , identified himself as the
infected dentist and urged his former
patients to be tested for HIV. Kimberly
Bergalis identified herself as the patient.
according to a report in USA Today.

~-

These statements came as federal
hea lth.officia Is confirmed that a F1ordia
!cnttm, now deceased, infected at least
three of his patients.
The dental group announced the new
policy because, ''The virtually
unthinkable has happened ... A highly
. theoretical risk has been transferred into
a real risk, '' said Enid Neid le, director of
scientific affairs for the ADA.
The AMA, which said its policy
wasn ' t new, also urged physicians who
think they might be at risk for HIV

Sinte then. 't!U: CDC has . found
evidence that AcCi infected at least two
other patients. Strains of the AIDS virus
found in Bcrgalis and two other patients
are very similar to those carried by the
dentist.
A CDC official stressed that the
chances of a doctor or dentist infecting
a patient are still assumed to be very
low. ''We don't think there are hundreds
of people infected this way,'' said Neidle.
CDC will sponsor a meeting in

seriously wrong, then cool down on
your exercising a while .
·~

OVER TRAINING: WHA TARE THE
SIGNS?
While scientists know thal victims of
overtraining feel sluggish and tired, they
are having trouble pinning down more
,detailed symptoms. Traditionally •. they
have looked for depression and tension,
decreased appetite, depletion of muscle
glycogen an.d a certain degree of
hormonal imbalance . More recent
studies show that the physiology of
overtraining may not be so simple.
Hormone Troubles :
John
Wilkinson, an associate professor of
health and physical education at the
University of Wyoming in Laramine,
studied cyclists who did 36 days of
strenuous training over. six weeks.
Wilkinson discovered hormone
imbalances in all of the athletes, even
when it was clear many hadn't
overt rained
Fluctuating Moods
:
Some
rcscarc11cr:s 11avc linked ovcrtraining to
nt:~ative mood swings. Dr. William
Morgan, chairman of the physical
educ - tion <4cpartment at the University
of Wisconsin in ~: ~. dison. examined
moo<' fluctuations among swimmers
over an cntiic season and found a
correlation l'C'l\vccn overtraining and
increased depression and 1ension.
Learn f1-orn the Pros : Experienced
a1hle1cs seem to recover more quickly
than weekend athletes from the fatigue
associated with overtraining, according
to Morgan.

136
145
153
157
162

Eye of round
Rou'nd tip
Top sirloin

Top loin
Top round
Tenderloiri

3.4
4.5
4.8
5.9
3.4
7.5

170

•
Combine ingredients in a glass
dish and pour over beef.
Refrigerate, covered, for at least
two hours, overnight. Beef may
then be prepared according to
your preference. Enough for 12
ounces of round or a similar cut.

•

Doctors with AIDS ncouraged
to warn their current patients
By CRYSTAL WHALEY

Cals.

Fat(g)

2 tbs. mustard

Allanta on Feb. 21 and 22 to consider
whether federal guidelines should
change. One possible alternative is that
those who perform surgical procedures
might have to get tested for the HIV
virus. Currently, health.care workers
are required to protect themselves and
their patients with rubber gloves, masks
and various safety procedures.
''My fear. is that emotion will win
over rationality,''said Benjamin Schatz
of the American Association of
Physicians for Humao Rights in USA
Today interview. The organization' is
for gay and lesbian physicians based in "
San Franciso. The group opposes
mandatory testing along with the
American Medical Association.
''Such a policy would unfairly single
out infected health care workers without
roof of a significant threat'', he said.

From
Dieticians'
Food
Favorites, Cahners Publishers.

.
AIDS Case Studied
.

Despite
a
thorough
'investigation, . the Center for
Disease Control isn't sure how a
Flordia dentist apparently infected
three patients.
'·. ''Wedon'tknow,andwedon't
know that we'll ever know," the

CDC's Dr. Harold Jaffe said.
There could be two possibilili<s
(!)The dentis~ David Acer, cut
himself through his gloves while
working on each of the patients;
each of whom he saw several
times. He pulled teeth from all the
patients.
,
(2) Acer's equipment somehow
became contaminated with the
AIDS virus' either directly from
the dentist or from one patient
whom the dentist had already
infected.
According to Jaffe, Acer was
almost the first infected, since
unlike the dentiSt. none of the
three infected patients had

engaged in highly

risky

sexual

behavior.

Exercise can be hazardous
to your health, experts say
By CRYSTAL WHALEY

()11

HEALTH HINTS

ports Drinks To Your Health?

i

Some big soda manufact~rers are making a play for the jock thirst-quenching market
with their own new sports d inks. Currently Coca-Cola, USA's PowerAde is being sold
exclusively on tap at conve~ience stores nationwide.
:'
Pepsi-Cola Company is st-marketing Mountain Dew Sport (regular or diet) a
sweeter, vitamin-enhanced version of the soft drink and the only lightly carbonated
beverage of the lot.
The Gatorade Company has introduced Gatorade Light Thirst Quencher, which has
1
fewer calories than the origi al.
.
These power drinks may uench thirst well, but plain old water is still a sure bet.
Although experts agree that ports drinks might be useful for heavy exercisers, ,
according to Marianne Norr~, Ph.D., M.P.H., professor and chairperson of the '
department of nutrition, food and hole! management al New York Universily, "For
normal exercise-less than t o hours of vigorous activily-water works the best to
replenish fluids. Along with a healthy diet, it is really all you need."

If

Voice Lessons
Much of today's busines is conducted ove.r the phone, so a good speaking voice is
a powerful career asset. In wo new studies of peoples' responses to the voices of
400 men and women, psyc ologists at the University of Rochester in New York
found that individuals with !tractive voices were considered more assertive and
likable than those wilhout ·ce voices.
According lo psychologi~t Miron, Zuckerman, who worked on !he studies,
''attractive'' voices were resonant, clear, varied tone, not nasal and in women, neither
~oticeably high nor very lo-l..
If you think your ownph~ne voice could use some polishing; try these tips from
Philadelphia speech coach ~ eila Alson:
••Avoid we ging the phone between your shoulder and chin.
••To con ey interest and·energy, smile when you speak.
• Enunciate clearly to avoid nasality.

I

•
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-Greencard (PG-13) Fri.-Sun. 1:10,
4:40', 7:10, 9:40.
*Twilight show all seats $3.50.

CINEPLEX ODEON DUPONT
CIRCLE
1350 19th St. NW (202) 872-9555
-The Grifters (R) 011 two scree11s. No
passes . Fri.-Sun . 2:00. 3:00, 4:15. 5: 15,
7:00. 8:00. 9:15, 10:15', 11 :25'.
-Alice (PG-13) On two screens. No
passes. Fri-Sun. 2: 15, 3: 15, 4:30, S :30,
7:15, 8:15, 9:30, 10:30', 11:30• .
-The Sheltering Sky (R) Fri .-Sun .
2:30, 5:30, 8:30, 11:05' .
All shows before 6 p.m. $3.25.
•tate show Fri. and Sat . only.

M1C UNION STATION 9
Union Station (202) 842-3751

CINEPLEX ODEON CIRCLE
JENIFER
5252 Wisconsin Ave . NW (202) 2445703

4:30'. 7:20. 9:50.
- 011cc Around (R) Fri . and Sat. 1:50,
4:50'. 7:40. 10:10. Sun. 1:50, 4:50',
7:30. 9:50.
-Kindergarten Cop (PG) Fri. and Sat.
1:40. 5:00'. 7:30. 10:10. Sun. 1:40.
5:00'. 7:30, 9:50.
- Run (R) Fri. a11d Sat. 2:00. 5:10•,
7:40, 10:20. Sun. 2:00, 5:10"', 7:40,
10:00.
- Hon1e Alo11c (PG) Fri.-Sun. 1:20.
4:40'. 7:20. 9:40.

- The Grifters (R) Fri .- Sun . 1:00.
4:10'. 7:00, 9:30.
'
-Alice(PG-13)Fri.-Sun. 1:10.4:20',
7: 10. 9:30.
-Hamlet(PG)Fri. and Sat. 1:00,4:00• ,
7:00. 10:00. Sun. 1:00. 4:00'. 7:00.
9:50.
-Awakenings (PG-13) Fri . and Sat.1:30.4:30'. 7:30, 10:20. Sun .
1:30,

-Kindergarten Cop (PG-13) Fri . 7:10.
Sat and Sun . 2:10, 7:10.
-Mcrmaids(PG-13)Fri. 9:30. Sat. and
Sun. 4:30. 9:30.
-Popcorn (R) Fri. 7:20, 9:40. Sat . and
Sun. 2:20, 4:40. 7:20. 9:40.
AH shows before 6 p.nt. $3 .25.

•

SINGERS • DANCERS • INSTRUMENTALISTS

SPECIALTY ACTS ' • TECHNICIANS/ WARDROBE
Kings Prdductions1 the worid's #l producer of enlertoinment, 'ii.
SOO!>Ofl

o! KJNGS'DOMINION,

Richmond, Virginie . A variety of positions ore ava ilable a nd o
travel fee will be paid lo employees who must travel more tha n 250
milt!1. to the pork.

-The Grifters (R) No passes. Fri. 7:00,
9:30. Sat. and Sun. 2:00, 4:30, 7:00,
9:30.
7:10. 9:40. Sat. and Sun. 2:10, 4:40,
7:10, 9:40.
-The Russia House (R) Fri. 7:20, 9:50.
Sat. and Sun. 2:20, 4:50, 7:20, 9:50Sar.
a11d Su1L all shows before 6 p.tn. $3.25.

CINEPLEX ODEON CIRCLE
WEST END I-4
23rd and L streets NW
-Lionheart (R) Fri.- Sun. 2:15, 4 :45,
7:15. 9:45, 12:00' .
-Meet The Applegates (R) Fri .-Sun .
2:10, 4:40, 7:10, 9:40, 12:00' .
-Once Around (R) Fri.-Sun. 2:05, 4:35,
7:05. 9:35, 12:00'.
-Mr. & Mrs. Bridge (PG-13) Fri.-Sun.
2:00, 4:30, 7:00, 9:30, 12:00'.
All shows before 6 p.m.$3.25.
"'Late show Fri. and Sat. only.

'

RICHMOND - Svndoy, Fobru'"Y 3, 1991

Sun. 2:20, 7:15.
-Rocky Honor Fri. and Sat. midnight•.

9: . 0. Sat. and Sun. 2:20, 4:50, 7:20,

Fri. - Sun. first matinee $2.50.

9: 0.
S~'i. and Sun. all shows before 6 p.m.

*Late show Fri. and Sat. only.

S:i.25.

K-B FOUNDRY 1-7
•
1055 Thomas Jefferson St. NW (202)
337-0094

C NEPLEX ODEON \VISCONSIN
A ENUE CINEMAS
1
4
Wisconsin Ave. NW (202) 24480

I

-Run (R) Fri. 5:35, 7:35, 9:35, 11:35'.
Sat. and Sun. 3:35, 5:35, 7:35, 9:35,
11 :35•;
nee Around (R) On two screens. -Popcorn (R) Fri. 5:15, 7:15, 9:15,
Fri.- Sun . 2:00, 2:25, 4:30, 4:55, 7:00, 11 :15'. Sat. and Sun. 3:15, 5:15, 7:15,
9:15, 11:15'.
.
7:25, 9:30, 9:55, 12:00'.
The Grifters (R) No passes. Fri .-Sun. -Eve of Destruction (R) Fri. 5:20, 7:30,
9:40, 11:50'. Sat. and Sun. 3:10, 5:20,
2:r,5. 4:35, 7:05, 9:35, 12:00•.
Mr. & Mrs. Bridge (PG-13) Fri.-Sun. 7:30, 9:40, 11 :50'.
-Misery (R) Fri. 5:10, 7:25, 9:40,
2:10, 4:40, 7:10, 9:40, 12:1-0'.
Awakenings(PG-13) Fri. -Sun. 2:15, 11:55'. Sat. and Sun. 2:55, 5:10, 7:25,
9:40, 11 :50'.
4 45, 7:15, 9:45, 12:10'.
reencard (PG· 13) Fri. - Sun. 2:20, -King of New York (R) Fri. 5:20,
7:45, 9:55, 12:05'. Sat. and Sun. 3:10,
4150, 7:20, 9:50, 12:10'.
5:20, 7:45, 9:55, 12:05'.
~nee Around (R) Fri. - Sun. 2:25,
-Home Atone (PG) Fri. 5:10, 7:20.
4155, 7:25, 9:55.
9:30, 11:40•. Sat.and Sun. 3:00,5:10,
All late shows before 6 p.m. $3.25 .
7:20, 9:30, 11 :40' .
• r te show Fri . and Sat . onl)!.
-Ooodfettas (R) Fri. 7:00, 9:45. Sat.
and Sun. 3:30, 7:00, 9:45.
Jt·B CEREBERUS
•Late show Fri . and Sat. only.
3040 M ST. NW (202) 337-1311

'

-f
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Movie lovers don't sta home

1:i11cl l>lll ltl>W tc> <.1t1alify as a11 Air

Pay-per-view watchers

Ct:lrC'

Pay TV subscribers

yc<11·

Kings Dominion, Mason Dixon Music Holl

VCR owners

1:on:c prufcss io11al. Call

1-3 p.m. Singers
.4·5 p.m. Dancers
I ·5 p.m. Instrumentalists, Specially Acts,
Technicions
11(11191 Produdion1

eversal of Fortune (R) Fri. 7:20,

-Mermaids(P0-13)Fri. 7:15. Sat.and

• ll(>r11111I W<>rki11g l1ours

• :10 days vacation wilh pay per

80~/87<'>

S

4:45, 9:35.

• g1·l•c1t 1><1y <llt(l l>e11efits

3·.4 p.m. Dancers
12·.4 p.m. lnslrumentolish, Specialty Am,
Technicians (No bonds plea~)

o.p

s .

-Bonfire of the Vanities (R) Fri.-Sun.

l)iscuver a challenging
fl1tL11·e witl1 opJJortu11ities to
c1<lva11<..:e. Serve your cou11try
while you serve your career with :

• t:c>1111>ll· tc 111e<lical a11cl cle11tal

for addilionol ~1b111Ulioi1 col

. Sat. and Sun. 2:00, 7:00.
iddenAgenda(R) Fri. 9:30. Sat and
4:30, 9:30.
asty Girl (PG-13) Fri. 7:10, 9:40.
and Sun. 2:10, 4:40, 7:10, 9:40.

-Awakenings (PG) No passes. Fri.

WASt-UNGTON, DC - Saturday, February 2. 199 1
Kennedy Cenle<, Opera Houi.e Stage Door Entrance .
12· 2 p .m. Singers
.\.

1(;1191 Dominion En-nmenl

C NEPLEX ODEON CIRCLE
WESTENDS-7
1
23 d and M streets NW (202) 452-9020

-lldward Scissorhands (PG-13) Fri.

Allied Health
l'rofessionals &
Administrators

UDITI

holding auditions for the 1991

CINEPLEX ODEON CIRCLE
MACARTHUR
4859 MacArthur Blvd. NW (202) 337·
1700

•

-Flight of the Intruder (PG-13) Fri.
5:10, 7:35, 9:55, 12:15'. Sat. and Sun.
2:45, 5:10, 7:35, 9:55, 12:15'.
-Awakenings(PG-13) Fri.4:35, 7:05,
9:35, 12:05'. Sat. and Sun. 2:05, 4:35,
7:05, 9:35, 12:05'.
.

COLLECl' 301-981-7897

800/ 5.... ·5-464

32%
28%

Cable subscribers 27%

USAI' llEAl :l'll l'llOFl<:SSIONS

51 • 1

34%

>-~~~~---'=A=ll=p=eo~p~~~==~~2~4=%~~~~.....!:='=~;-.J

Rod UtUo,'USA TODAY

Source: Motion Picture Association 1989 survey

_ -GO
INGS ISLAND • KlNGS DOMINION • CAROWINOS

~-

EAT AMERICA• CANADA' S WONDERLAND

eKing• l'roduction1

Advertise in
The Hilltop'""
806-6868
'

By

PAID YOI.UNTEERS

OFFICE

OF

RESIDENCE

LIFE

HOUSING

The Pulmonary Branch of ~ he National Heart,
Lung, and Blood Institute needs healthy nonsmoking volunteers for 2 different studies .
Compensation. 18-50 year~ old for an oxygen
study and 18-60 years ol for other studies,
call 301-496-2449 for furtr er information .

LOTTERY
(ROOM SELECTION PLAN)
;

'

"'LOTTERY MATERIALS FOR dURRENT
'
STUDENTS TO REQUEST UNIVERSITY
HOUSING FOR FALL 1991 • SPRING 1992
WILL BE AVAILABLE IN- FEBRUARY, 1991.
"THE LOTTERY DRAWINGS WILL
CONDUCTED ON FE BR UAR Y 20, 1991.

IMPORTANT
--------------------------

\

\

BE

''
• •

-

Spe01I to lhfl Hitnop

Hollywood has found its new whipping
boy : Iraq.
New movies with Iraqis as the bad
guys arc in the works.
And films that were in the making
before the gulf war have been updated to
take place in Iraq. Due out later this
year:
- ''Desert Shield,'' with Rob Lowe as
a Navy SEAL sent to destroy chemical
warheads, was to have takeri place
''somewhere'' in the Middle East.
Word is that as soon as the gulf ~is
erupted, Iraq became the site. Menahem
Golan 's2 lst Century Film Corp., which
originally called the film Seals, won't
confirm.
- In the upcoming David Carradine

- CoRNEA
OF ~ ·~ ":w.
(across trom thj Eaaon •l•lion)
CASHB l ~A

@:OO=o ??

'

-

.

-

-

. . .

thriller" Desert Stonn" (originally called
''Shield of Honor''), the villains in a plot
to wipe out Israel were Llbyam. Now
they're Iraqis.
Sensitive to long-standing complain~
that Arab characters arc historically
portrayed negatively, Concorde
Pictures' Mike Elliott says they ''arc not
portrayed as evil, as maniacs or tcrroris~.
They're portrayed as good, strong
soldiers fighting for a cause they believe
1n."
,
New projects since the crisis:
- Cannon Pictures• ''The Human
Shield'' has an Iraqi colonel taking
revenge against a ·U.S. colonel by
kidnapping and holding his brother
hostage. Why is the Iraqi so angry?
Because the U.S. officer slashed his
face while trying to stop him from killing
an old ·woman and a child.
- ''Target U.S.A.,'' is about an Iraqi
terrorist plot.
CCopyrig/11 1991, USA TODAY/Appl<
College /nforn1otion Network

.

FOR PAYMENT OF THE REQUIRED 1\DVANCE
RENT OF $100 FOR STUDENTS TO RETAIN
THEIR WAITING . LIST POSITION
OR
TENTATI\.'E ROOM ASSIGNMENT RESULT·
ING FROM THE DRAWINGS.
NON·PA YMENT BY THE DEADLINE WILL CANCEL
T~E WAITING LIST POSITION OR TENTATIVE
ASSIGNMENT.

I

HAYA EL NASSER

--

APRIL FIRST.1991
._,'(NOT JUNE FIRST)'""
·IS THE DEADLINE

I·

Iraqis new
'bad guys' in
Hollywood

•

•

•
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result we became.tenants,'' said Owens.
•·Although my mom waS offered the

By CVDNEY K. JONES

position of vice president of marketing
at Embassy Suites. she turned it down to
help me start my business."
Owens admits that juggling
school and owning a business is a
difficult task. According to Owens, a
20-hour work day has become the norm.

When 23 year-old Derek
Owens transferred to Howard from
Hampton University on a tennis

scholarship in 1989, little did he know
that he would be starting his own dynasty
on Georgia Avenue. With no restaurant
experience and little capital, Owens and

''I gave up my tennis scholarship so that
I could devote more time to the
restaurant . Sometimes things like
payroll come up and I have to miss a
class. That can be hard.•• said Owens.
In addition to supervising

his mom, Dr. Brenda McRae, opened

the Georgia Avenue Cafe, which is seen
by many area residents as a bright
improvement to the neighborhood .
It all began last year when

approximately 25 employees. Owens
also does marketing, promotions and
most of the accounting at the cafe.

Owens and McRae heard ofsome vacant
space available in the Howard Inn. ''I
suggested that we get the space and as a

Derek Owens, owner of the Georgia Avenue Cafe.

"Probably the hardest part of my job is
supefvising. Most of my employees-are

the same age as myself. I'm their peer in
one 1sensc and their boss in another.
Some like me and some think I'm too
hard,'' he said with a smile.
According to Owens, the
restaraunt is already starting to pay for
itself. ''We have a meal plan for students
and a university meal plan for Howard
University faculty and staff. We have
frierids who own restaurants that can 't
believe the progress we've made. My
pride and joy is our Sunday jazz brunch.
I'm working to promote that heavily,''
Owens said. The Sunday brunch, which
lasts from 11-4, has live jazz music
Along with the success has
come some sacrifices. Owens admits
that lhe is not able to go out as much, and
when he does, he's usµally promoting
the restaurant. Also, school and his

personal life must sometimes take a
back seat.
Where did all the ambition
come from? The answer for him was
simple, from his parents. ''My mother
and father are my mentors. If I inherit
the diplomacy of my father and the
marketing and sales skills of my mother,
the Georgia Avenue Cafe will be a huge
success,'' said Owens.

If you would like

to write for the
People page
contact:
CydneyJones
at806-6868

•

Do you think the media's
coverage of the war is biased?
TERRY FRISBY, 22

Wl!iSLOW,NJ,

''Yes, for tbe simple fact that I
have a brother there who told me
that the people on the front lines
arc disproportionately black. All
the media shows are the white
soldiers.

'

'

I

PERCY BOATENG,23
GHANA,AFRICA

•
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''Yes. Just the faCt that they've
been allowed to broadcast to us is
good, but we know that ii has lo be
censored somewhal by the
government.''

'

-

TIM HENCE, 2l
EAST BRUNSWICK, NJ•

•

''Yes, they can't give an u
view. What's going out is being
censored and controlled. AJI the
informatiori that's going on cannot
be sent to the U.S . People would
rather know that they're not
fmding out everything than fmding
everything out."

•
. ick

If you're like most students, you're often runrtir1g on empty when it.
comes 'to ready cash. 'l'hat's wl1y we've come up with the I BM PS/2®
~~
"" I, Loan for Learning. It's easy. It's fast. And it's aftordable.
~ ---~
Interest rates are substantially lower than those of rnost consumer
loans. Jusl 1.50/o above tl1e Prime Rate (as publisht'd in Tl1e Wall<
Street Journal).
Qualified students (or their parents), faculty and statt·t can borrow from $1,500 to
$8,000 for the purchase of an IBM Personal System/25©*
The one-page application makes it as easy as applying for
a credit card.
Pay for your PS/2 in easy bites. lake five years to repay.
Choose from two payment plans: Standard (fixed) or
Graduated. Under the Graduated plan, you pay as little as
$33.32 a month** for a PS/2 Model 30 286 preloaded
with software.
Here's the smart way to get the money you need, for
the PS/2 you need.

Q"& _

FOR PRODUCT AND ORDERitlG • ItlFORMATION,
CALL ACADEMIC COMPUTING SERVICES AT
806-SS66, or COMPUTERLAtlD t1ID·-ATLANTIC AT
301 / S99-9 SSS or YOUR IBt1 COLJ,EGIATE
REPRESE?lTATIVE AT 301/279-6855.

•

Months

Months

Months

Financed

1-12

$2,322.22

$33.32

13·36
$42 90

3760
$7668

BEATRICE WILUAR,20
lAUREL,MD

''Yes. You know that there is so
much more going on but you just
don't know what."

CYN1lllA WJUlAMS, 2A
DALIA8,TX

''Yes, they are limited in the
information that they receive. The
total truth is not being allowed to
be voiced ...

DURHAM, NC

'

APA
1237%

<.lol8M, PS/ 2 and Persona! Syslem /2 are registered trademarks of ln!ernat1onal Business Machines Corporation © IBM Corp 1989

•

ERICA LE\VIS, 20

trhe loan otter is available only to qualifted students. faculty and stall who purchase IBM PS/2's through part1C1pat1ng campus outlets
• Applicanls musl hl\'e a combined m1n1mum an1>ual income ol $20,000 to be ehg1ble.
••The monthly payment 1s based upon 100% l1nanc1ng repaid 1n 60 monthly installments based on the chart below and includes the
1% guarantee fee.The interest rate 15 variable,'subiect lo change each month
Amount

'

•

-.,
--- -- -------'

''No, they're telling us the truth.
I don't think that they're holding
back. I believe what I've heard in
the reports but, a lot of times. it 'S
just the same thing over and over
again .

'

-

•

•
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Coming Soon!
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Video Yearbook captures all of the fun ·..--;~: .
and excitement of this school year for ... .!.L!·' ·
only $20.00!
·. ·. . -··
.. ... -.
.·., . .
r------------------------,
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Bison Live! video yearbook(s).
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Iola! amount enclosed
Make check payable lo: Bison Video Yeaobook

Cl1arne my •
Accounl #
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MASTERCARD

Exp.

Signature
1
Add $3.00 shipping & handling charge for each videotape ordered.
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I
IL ______________________
Return or mail this form to Cramton Box Office.
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Attention
Student
Volunteers!

I

Submit Your Applications
for the GM Volunteer
Spirit Award!

Tea h For America
is
a
'
nati nal teacher corps of
ta ented, dedicated
individuals from all ethnic
ackgrounds and
demic majors who
w rk for two years in
urb n and rural schools
th t have persistent
t acher shortages.
1

Deadline for applications is:

Fri.,. February 15, 1991
•

•Salary: $17,000-$29,000
ns: deferment (Stafford/GSL) or

•L
can ellation (Perkins/NDSL) possible

CHEVROLET· PONTIAC· OLDSMOBILE
BUICK•CADILLAC•OMC TRUCK

to sign up for an Interview and pick up an
appllcatlon, stop by the Howard career
1
Pl nnlng and Placement Office
'
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Office of Student Activities
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Howard University

•
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GENERAL MOTORS
VOLUNTEER SPIRIT AWARD

Blackbu1·11 University Cent.er
Room 117
(202) 806-7000

.'
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inti rview spots available

Applications available at:
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all '91: lady Bison lose 3 of 4; ·m

•

essatBu1r·

BISON COME CLOSE BUT STILL LOSE
BY JEANNIE MOORE
HiHtop Staff ReportBt
It has been a long, hard and frustrating

season thus far for the Howard
University Men 's Basketball Team .
The Bison, struggling to add a crucial

'

Morgan State win lo their record after a
devastating 78-63 loss to Coppin State

Saturday, allowed another cloSe one to
slip from u·nder\heir heals, 65-61, before
a disappointed crowd of 2,500 at Burr

Gymnasium Monday.
Bears Guard, James McCoy, with

Morgan State .up 63-61 , hit. two free
throws with four seconds left to clinch
the victory.

''II felt great to hit those shots,'' sa id

McCoy. ··1 had the confidence to make
those.''
Once again, it was Howard 's ballhandling. rebounding, shooting and

defensive error late in the second half
that gave the opposin8 team an edge and
secured the win.
''Our team had the character to
perform when chips were down,'' said
Morgan State coach. Micheal Holmes.
After hanging tight with Morgan in
the first 14 minutes of the second half,
the Bison gave up six easy points,
allowing the Bears to go on a 8-0 run and
· take a 58-52 lcad with nearly two n1inutes

left.
But there was hope yet for the Bison
when Skip B)'num (10 points) hit a
three-point shot to bring them within
three. Howe\.·er, Morgan's Marcus

Sheffield (13 points, 7 rebounds), with
less than a minute to go, made a key
basket to boost their lead to five .
Howard would con1c within three
points , 60-57. with 30 seconds
remaining, after a big basket by leading
scorer, Tyrone Powell (11 points, 7

rebounds), who had been out because of
a jaw injury. But foul shots by Glenn
Smith (12 points, 8 rebounds) and

McC-Oy (8 points) sealed Morgan State's
victory.
The loss gave the Bison a nine-game
home losing streak and an upsetting
record of2-17, 1-7 in the Mid-Eastern

Athletic

Confejence

(MEAC).

However, the Bears, 4-15, 4-5 in the
MEAC, who lead the Howard-Morgan
series 33-29, have won four of their last
five games.
Howard was 25 for 64 in field goal
shots (39%) while Morgan was 26 for
54 (48%). The Bison were two for eight
in three-point shots while Morgan
dominated three-point range, hitting 34 (75%). From the foul line, Howard

was nine for 16 (56%) while Morgan
was 10 for 15 (67%).
''I have not given up on the team yet,"
said Howard forward Julius McN .:·
''We still have a chance."

Bison try again but come u · short as losing streak at home continues

l'WOTOS 8Y KEVIN 1.E.E

Four games in a w ek proves grueling
BY JEANNIE MOORE
Hiiitop Staff ReportBI'.

Howard guard Felicia Oliver (24) cuts towards the basket

It was the talent of junior forward
Roslyn Evans that helped lead the
Howard Bison to a 52-42 win over the
Morgan State Lady Bears in a MidEastern AthleCic Conference game, and
to end a three game losing streak Monday
night at Burr Gym.
''I think we 're going to be alright.
This puts us back on the right track
towards the ch3.mpionship, ''said Evans.
Along with Felicia Oliver. who
captured her 1.000th point in the game,

becoming the fifth Lady Bison to do
Evans helped to pick up the slack sin e
leading scorer Karen Wilkins is out.
·· I was scoring before, but I gue~
now it puts a lot more responsibility On
me and I have to put the ball in the ho~ e
a lot better." Evans said.
For the first four minutes of the ga1,
Howard (7-10. 4-3) rcm3ined score le .
permitting Morgan to take a 6-0 lea .
But Evans, scoring seven of her 15 poi~ts·
in the first half. would give the La~y
Bison a 13-11 lead with 8: 16 remainin .
Morgan (4-15. 3-6) would come ba ·k
to tie at 18-18. but it \Vas Evans aga \n
who allowed Howard lo regain the le d

1

at 20-18. Felicia ~Oliver (4 points) and
Annette Lee (11 points) followed with
key baskets to give the Lady Bison a
a comfortable 24-20 halftime lead.
In the second half, the Lady Bears
came within a point, 28-27, with 15:34
remaining in the game. But Evans made
the first four points of a 11-0run putting
the Howard squad up 39-27.
Morgan was able to cut the Howard
11 point lead to five at the 2:00 minute
mark, but that was as close as they
would get. Morgan remained scoreless
while Angelitta Elliott (6 points) and
LaTesha Williams (5 points) scored the
Lady Bison's last five points off foul

shots, securing a 52-42 win.
Head Coach Sanya Tyler feels that
this was a big win for Howard and that
they can still remain MEAC champions.
''We're not having as good of season,
as we hoped, but we know we're the
toughest team to beat when the marbles
are on the table . We're going to be
defending out fifth consecutive MFAC
championship and someone· s got to .
come and take it," Tyler said.
Before that game on Monday, the
Lady Bison lost on Sunday to North
Carolina State 108-74. On Saturday,
Coppin Stale beat Howard,72-57.

•
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Men and women taste
victoiy and defeatal

Bright
future for
Sharks

BY CHRISTOPHER TAYLOR
Hilltop Staff Reporter

BY DOUGLAS FRAIZER

PRINCESS ANNE MD, Jan 24·
Junior forward Robert Riddick scored
all 13 of his points in the .,.second half
Thursday as Howard University broke a
school-reco_rd I I-game losing streak by
defeating the University of Maryland
Eastern-Shore, 97-80, in ;1 Mid-Eastern
Athletic Conference game al Tawes
Gym.

Hilltop Staff Reporter

Former swimmer and first-year
head coach ofvthe Howard ·university
''Sharks," Dexter Brown is fearlessly
leading his team through the second half
of their season.
The Shark's are composed of 17
swimmers and most arc swimming well,
Before that game, Howard had lost 20
according to the coach. The team is led
of its last 21 games dating from last
by the speed and experience of seniors
season.
Mike Houston anii Chris Gayle.
The Bison (2· 15. I ·5 in the MEAC)
Both Houston and Gayle have a
•
got their highest scoring output of the
good chance of qualifying for the NCAA
•
season. as Riddick's points helped them
Division I Championships in April.
•'
maintain a 14·point advantage
Houston has a chance to qualify in the
through tout most of the game .
100 and 200 yard butterfly and Gayle in
the 50 yard freestyle. Last year, Gayle
Howard ' s running game was
qualified for U.S. Open Championships.
effective, scoring on several layups and
'' Mentally the team has made
dunks. They used a 14-4 run midway
significant progress, but because of A Shark, shown here In practice, prepares for upcoming season
through the first half to take control of
uncontrollable circumstances, the
··we need to have a big recruiting
Keys to the Championships will be who was to do what .
the game.
physical progress has been hurt, " said season.'' said Brown.
Assistant coach. Jason Scnford sai
the performances of scoring leaders
Sophomore guard Milan Brown (19
sophomore breaststroker, Mark Askew.
But the future looks bright, as some Mike Houston, Mark Askew and Chris some of the team 's goals this season ar
points) and senior forward Tracy King
The team this year has faced a very of the newcomers on the team have been Gayle. Coach Brown said he has not practicing more, getting a stronger team
(17) were the main ingredients in that
tough schedule. Askew said their performing well and will be expected to been that overwhelmed with 1:he .swim trying to win the Tri-Stat
run.
schedule has always been tough . The continue to do so. Oneofthenewcomers times of the top perfonners. even though Championships, and staying healthy.
' is Oronde Miller.
Sharks have been faring pretty well with doing well
they have won many races .
The swimmers ' morale is high , an
Maryland·Eastem Shore (4·11, 2·3)
the competition.
'' High hopes are expected from him
they are enthusiastic and eager to taste
got no closer than eight points in the
'' It 's hard to beat teams with 30 in the future ," said Gayle.
'' I want them to swim on more of a the success of wi11ni11g.
second half. Guard Scan Salisbury led
swimmers on it. Even if we won every
national level,'' said Brown.
The Sharks ' seaso11 ends the first week
the Hawks with 15 points.
race in a meet, we would still not win
So rar some of the stiffest competition
in April against the Cleveland State
(the overall point total) because we lack has come from the University of Brown says his first year as coach has University team . Berore that. the Sharks
'' We played well and the defense was
the people,'' said Brown.
Maryland-Baltimore Country and been a little rough, and has been a have home meets on Sat., Feb. 2. at 1:00
the reason why we won," said Howard
Unfortunately, the team will lose Towson State. Even bigger challenges learning experience, but he is still p.m. against Towson State in the Burr
coach Butch Beard. ''Everybody on the
seven seniors this season to graduation. are the Eastern and Tri-State satisfied. He was familiar with most of Gym pool . The next home meet will be
team made a contribution ."
Houston, a senior himself said the loss Championships coming up in late the talent on the team before he was the against Morehouse College on Feb. 23 .
will definitely hurt the team .
March .
coach, so there was no big surprise as Ir

,
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Women upset
surprised by
upstart team

Soccer:
The Howard University Soccer
team won the South Atlantic Big
Ten Challenge Cup for the second
time in three years last Sunday in
Williamsburg, Virginia .

BY CHRISTOPHER TAYLOR
University, 4-3 .
In their opening match, Howard
downed Willian1 and Mary, 4-3.
Then, to advance to the fi11als, the
Boaters beat Virginia Tech, 3- 1,
North Carolina Wesleslyn, 4-2, and

Radford, 3· L
The Bison beat host William and
· Mary , 4-2, in the finals of the ten
team loumament , after losini an
earli;r game to George Washington

The Howard Uni ~e rsity Lady Bison
found this out as they were defeated by
the Lady Hawks 62-59 last Thursday at
TawcsGym.

Howard pla yers Shaka Hislop (the
toumame11t's Most Valuable Player),
Wendell Regis (leading tournament

goal scorer with seven goals) and
Kana Hislop made the AJlTournament squad .
Of note, Darryl Brathwaite
replaced starting goalie Phillp Murra}
and turned in a good game in goal .

"I thought we played exceptional!)
well," said Howard assistant head
coach Curtis Landy . .'-'The freshman
now see what it takes to win . This
looks like an omen of 1988 when we

advanced to the (NCAA) fi11al four ."

Basketball:
The Mid-Eastern Athletic
Confl.'rence, which was one of six
conferences to lose their NCAA
automatic bid in basketball. will play
the winner or the Southland
Conference on March 6. The game
will be televised on ESPN.

Two free throws by Lady Hawks
forward Sondra Cockfield wilh 31
seconds gave them a 60-59 lead.
Cockfield was fouled by Howard guard
Angelitta Elliott as she attempted a shot.
Howard (6-8, 3-2), which led 34-31 at
halftime. and by one point 59-58 with
48 seconds left, had one more chance at
winning. Senior center Kim Wright was
fouled on her shot attempt with 19
seconds left.
But with UMES ·fans screaming for a
miss foul shot, Wright complied by
missing badly the front end of a one and

one chance. UMES got the rebound,
and Susan Buckson after being fouled,
hit two free throws to seal the victory .

No baskets at
crunch tif!le spell
doom for Bison
BY CHRISTOPHER TAYLOR
Hilltop Staff Reporter

Howard University's inability to
generate points in the last five minutes
of the game cost them, as they lost 78-63
to Coppin State in a Mid-Eastern Athletic
Conference game Saturday at Burr Gym.
'
The Eagles (10-8,
6-1) were able to

pull after only leading 6().57 after a two
free throws by forward Robert Riddick
with 6: 13 to go.

But one of the Bison"s (2·16, 1·6)
problems this year has been scoring in
the ''red zone'' (the last five minutes of
the game) has proved costly, causing the
team to lose many victories because
there is no one to go to for scoring.

Hiiitop StaW R -

PRINCESS ANNE MD. Jan 24-ln
years previous, a team such as University
of Maryland-Eastern Shore (which
struggled for many years) was thought
of as an easy victory. But with the
improvement of the women's basketball
part of the Mid-Eastern Athletic
Conference a team must play well to
assure a wm.

QUOTE MACHINE
''I believe we have been playing
competivly, but when it gets down to the
last five minutes, the one or two people
that need to step forward have nae,'' said
Howard forward Ronnie Gibbs.
''Nobody wants to meet the challenge.''

•
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flftffN} fl;)~ 1'} THAT SCRAMBLED WORD GAME

Bg Dmagne Ferguson

~ ~ ~~s

by Henri Arnold and Bob Lee

Unscramble these lour Jumbles,

onelettertoeachsquare, tolorm I====
four ordinary words.

TEJEC

J

BAH CLE
HE M165E_, 1-1 15
Wl,.E'S COO~ING--Now arrange the clrcled letters to

fomJ the surprise answer, as sug-

gested by the above cartoon.

A/'m:EVERY[

I I Ix x xx x]
]HE(

. Sl30 3H :r.:>NVHO Al::l3J\3
- - - 6U!}f000 S,8JfM Siil sass1w 9H
l::IV~NVH

Dorm
co11tinued from page 1

tin1es s1 udents are unable 10 leave their
room when it is time to st ud)' because of
time constraints. safet)'. or othe r reasons.
'' It help s relieve ps)'Chological

stress,·· said Monica. \\'hich is sornetin1es
ca used b)' studyi11g. Site belie\'CS b)'
having a con1fortable a11d COZ)' roont to

study in, it ''helps (stude111s) fee I at ease."
so that the)' can stud)' bette r.
';Most students want to con1e back to

someth i11g \\•hich is n1ore 1J1a11 a dor111. ··

said LaSho11da Cotes. a reside nt assis1a111
in Sutton Pl aza. B)· decorati11g tl1eir

rooms. it ··1na kes the111 n1orl' cozy:· and
th is makes the st udents h;ipp)'.
Although. for some st ud e11ts.
decorat ing a dorm roon1 \\"Ould seem to
be the ideal solution i11 relieving the
. ·pressures of college life. there are son1e
disadvantages.
·'It could be expe11Si\•e:· Dean said
after remembering the an1ountof n1011e y

Hearts
continued from page I

he spent on posters . But as Anselmo and
Rasheen suggest. you hav e to be
resolirceful . ''Tl1ere are tl1i11gs \vl1ich
)'Oll ca11 get f ro111 )'Ou r fa111il y.'' Rasl1een
said. suc!1 as the coucl1 and sofa chair
which he brottght front l1on1e .
''There are sin1ple 1l1ings which you
ca 11 bu)·." LaShonda sa id . Sl1e recalls
the bedspread, pillo"' shams. and dus1
ruffle '''hich she bought as a se t. •· oon 't
rush to get things.'' Coles suggested. '; I
like to ha\'e all the conven iences of
l10111e.'" !1u~ Cole!' s11ggests bu)·i11g a
little at a ti111e to sav e mo11e)'.
Tl1e 0111)· disadvantage Hope sees in
decorati11g )·our roon1 is. ·· 1alwa>·s want
it to look nice. So. 24 liours a da)'· I am
tr)·i11g to kee1) it 11ice.'" Or as Anse lmo
and Ra..,hee 11 ha\1 e realized ··people tak_t
;1d\'antage of tl1e con1for ts of )"OUr home .,.
Nevertheless. \vhetlter it be a pl an t as
1n LaSho11da's case, which she feels
··beal1tifies 1!1e roo1n;·· a picture of
r...ticl1ael Jorda11 like on Dean's " 'zll : or
e\'en a stuffed anin1al which sits on
f\to11ica ·s bed; it · s the re and will be until
tlie)· graduate . For 11ow this is home. and
1!1eir roon1s ''have to be as warm and
comfortable as hon1e.'' f\1onica said .
good , ahd I tl1i11k we 11eed some of that ,
but at the same tin1e. l don't thi11k people
ought to be faking it . If yo u don't know
an)·tliing abou1 the subject. don't talk
about it .''
Touching upon the subjec t of record
deal s. the group was unable to mention
the comapnies the)' are looking into
because of lega l cuqcerns. After saying
tl1ey do J1a,•e son1e inside conneclions,
the)' n1e11tioned the)' do 11ot yet have a
co11trac1 . Tile)· noted that even though
the work ma}· be tough after their big
bre ak into the n1usic industry, the actual
process of ''breaking in'' is definitely
not sn1ooth sai ling.
''Bei11g at Ho\\1 ard University,•· James
explai11ed. ··111ere's a lot of peopl,e that
eould l1elp us if they would just listen to
us . It ..,ee111s like a lot of people are like
'Yeah. \\e·11 be dow11.' 'Talk to me
later,· ' \Ve'll do this and tl1at for you'
a11d 110 011e's doi11g (an)'lhingJ."
Giz conti11 ued. '' I think the music
indust r)· is real closed circuit and if you
do11 't have a11 i11 side connection. then
)'OU ca11 pretty much ha11g it up, no
niattcr how good you are . I thi11k you
n1iss out 011 a lot of good talent that

claustrophic rap industr}' ."
With song title s such as '' Booty,"
''The Morning After,'' ';Four-pla)'.'' and
"Wet Dreemz" it does see1n that the
group's album will not be the norm of
the political and afrocen trica ll)' versed
raps we hear most comn1only toda)'.
James explained that the album had a
definite message to conve)•-hopefu lly
one that ever)·one \1:ill understand.
'' We hope Iour album] renect s our
soc ial or whatever t)•pes of experie11cjs
here at this campus." he sa id.
'' I think (our songs are] about lifestraightfoward life. )'OU know.'" he Sa id
rhetorically . ''Giz brings home ugly
women sometin1e. Crockett has a fat
woman, and I go tocl1urch on Sunday ... "
"... to repent for all the sin11ing he did
in the Quad on Frid ay," Giz interjected.
"Our message is to be }'O urself," Giz
continued . "Do what yol1 do and do11'1
give a damn about what people have to
say .about you . I know I don't."
Wa)'. "
Jimmy , a 21 year-old Chemistry
It seems that with all those broken
major from '' Brew Cit) Wisconsin. pron1ises. after a while, many would
explained that right now. the quit-except the ''Kings ." They seem
aforementioned
political
and to realize that although rej ection is an
afrocentrical ly versed raps are very much u11fortun ate part of the business, one
•
in vogue- but not necessarily for" l1at n1u st co11tin ue''pressing on."
he believes are the right reasons.
'' Yeah , you get discouraged," Giz
''We all know the lop afrocentric said. '' You get so sic~ a11d tired of
rappers-Chuck 0. and KRS One ,'' he people closi11g doors on you . I've gotten
said, ''but there are son1e out there. all the wa)' up to the point where we just
needless to say. that are on a fad or had to sign a contract (when I was back
bandwagon. They ' rejust in it because with this old group back home) and the
right now it's the 'pop' thing to do , like day we were going to sign . our D.J. went
wearing dreads and talking about being 3nd sig11ed a contract by his damn self."
Black.''
Unfortu11ately , here at H oward
Jimn1y added , ''That 's all well and U11iversity, there are otl1er problems the
1 , ''

•

•

•
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JUMP START™ by Ro b Armstrong
NOW H£<; lfl/T!'NT
ON !2£Cf2fATl"'9
"LOST MOMENTS"
or:: 0Uf2 LiV€5,..
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DILBERT® by cott Adams
group must deo.: ,;·!'.h t..:.;;ides knocking
down c losed doors . With all the
members involved in extracurricular
activities-from Campus Pals to the
sw im team to Alpha Phi Alpha
Fraternity-some type of popularity is
expected, and with this popularity comes
gossip. They've all been confronted
with the subject of rumors before-a
topic in which they are never at a Joss for
words.
''Check your rumors with me before
you spread em.'' Giz said. ''A lot of
them might have some true aspects, but
you're missing the pertinent details,
especially if they were told by someone
who 's mad at or upset with me . So of
course you ' re gonna get their side of the
StOI)' .''
He continues. ''They say I'm the
biggest dog on can1pus and I' m not. I
don ' tconsider myself being a dog. I just
consider myself being straightfoward
and hone st about what I want. Nobody
in the group sho uld really be termed a
dog because it takes two to tango. and if
I'm a dog-GUESS WHAT??"
As the interview came to a close, the
group had many people to thank and
several shoutouts to send. James wanted
to remind everyone to buy their record
while Giz wanted to thank everybody
for ''i ncreasing my popularity by
spreading those very imaginative rumors
(Jimmy, by this time, was into the
Superbowl and didn 't have much to
say)."
Despite the longevity of the session
and co 11stant joking, the interview
seemed to be a success-and like I said
in the beginning, call it fate, intuition, or
just one of !hose gut feelings, but I think
I've stumbled across something really
(really) big.

!' M WRITING TO
PROTEST TH[
Qfl5([N[ LYRICi
IN OPERI'. .

OH ... I THOUGHT
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IT'S NOT
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NEW SUMMIT MEDICAL CEN'I'ER
"HABLAJriros ESPANOL1'
M-f 8AM-6PM
SAT 7:30 AM - 3:30 PM

:I

iI•

1630 EUCLID ST N.W
(CORNER OF EUCLID & 16TH ST. NW)
eFAMILY PLANNING
•CONTRACEPTIVES
•Sonograms•Pregnancy Testing
•Counseling
I
•Full Gynecology Services
•GENERA• PRACTICE

I

•Sexually Transmitted Diseases
•Herpes•Aids(S;d'1) •Chlamydia
•SERVICES STRICTLY CONFIDENTIAL
•MAJOR CREDIT CARDS HONORED
•MOST INSURANCE ACCEPTED

BY APPOINTMENT

337-7200
OR

296-1661
'

I
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It's Finally Here
Howard University
1991 6th ANNUAL SALUTE TO BLACKS
• IN BUSINESS. CONF'ERENCE
"BUILDING PROFITABLE BUSINESS RELATIONSI-IlPS: AN AGENDA FOR
'fIIE 90'S

•

•

FREE TRADE FAIR

FEBRUARY 6-8, 1991

FREE WORKSHOPS

(t' REE DOOR PRIZES GIVEN AWAY EVERY llALF HOUR
AT TllE TRADE FAIR)

•

'

'

SCHEDULE OF EVENTS
WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 6, 1991
WORKSHOPS
Open lo tl1c public - FREE
Location : H.U. School of Business Rooms TBA - Stop by SBDC , RM . 128 (for more information)

'

9:10 a.n1. - 10:00 a.m.
Workshop·

'

•

llOW TO FINANCE YOUR SMALL BUSI NF.SS
Learn about Financing, Venture Capitalists, Pcnonal Savings, Franchises, •.nd about other sources.
ROBERT KEMP, Opportunity Funding Corp.
HERB WILKINS , Sy11con1 11
808 SUTHERLAND , Isl American Bank

'

10: 1O a.n1. - 11 :00 a.m.
Workshop A:

DO YOU llAVE \VllA1' IT TAKES TO BE AN
ENTREPRENEUR : Going From Student/Employee to
Boss/Owner
LILLIAN HANDY , TR ESP & Associates
LEWJS SMOOT, Smoot Corporation

Wock•hop B' PLANNING FOR YOUR FINANCIAL SUCCESS
How To Accumulate Money, Real Estate, Savings Bonds and More
DELANO LEWIS, C & P TELEPHONE
NORRIS DODSON, Dodson Century 21
JAMES HENDERSON , Savant Tax & Bu siness Services

t.

11:10 a.n1. - 12:00 p.m.
NETWORKING SKll, l,S FON. SUCCF.SS: The Do's
and Oon't 's of Networking - Appearance, Persiste11cc .
Follow-up, Communications Skills and more.
DONALD TEMPLE, Black Networking News
ARMSTRONG WILLIAMS , Graham Williams . In1..·.
JOHN AGGREY , Aggrcy Communications

Worksl1op A:
•

Wock•hop B' STUDENT ENTREPRENEUR SEMINAR
Being a Student and Entrepreneur
MARK CARTER, Omni Plus
'
JAP\-tES PETERS, J .P . Investments and Property
Management
TERRI LYNN MARTIN , In Sequence
DARIN WILLIAMS , JONAH DENIZARO , KENYA ABDULHADI . Tribe Vibe Management

•

12:00 p.n1. - 2:00 p.m.
· MID-DAY NETWORKING RECEPTION
Provides an opportunity for students a11d workshop participants to interact with panelists .
Location: H.U. S1..·l100\ or Business Student Lounge

2:10 p.m. - 3:00 p.m.
Work shop :

l't-11 NORI TY SE1' 1\SI ll•:s - l ,t: Gt'\J, A 1·1Vt: ISSUt:S ANil C(>N1'RAC'I' Ol,l-OK1'UNI 1·1t: S Insights Into Contracts and Legislation

ANTHONY ROBINSON, MBEDLF
JOS HUA SMITH , Maxi111a Co11>.
CHARLES OWENS, MD/DC Minority Suppl ie r Development Council

3:00 p.m. - 4:00 p.m.
Worksl101> A:

IT'S A GLOBAL A1'~io~AIR
Doing Business Inte rnationally
THOMAS WATSON, JR ., Watson, Rice & Co .
ROSA WHITAKER , D.C ., Office of Internationa l
Business
MARCUS GRlFFJ\fll, ll airlox Co .

Wock•lmp

B'

DOING

BUSINESS

\VITll

CORPORATE

A"'tERICA IN l 'JIE 90's : Wl1ich Com1>a11ics to Target, P...tinority
Vendor Programs, and How to Establish Rclationships and Markets
EMMIT P...1cHENRY, Network Solutions
ROSCOE SWANN, Amtrak
VERNES DAVIS . P...1CI

'

'

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 7, 1991

'

8:00 a.rn. - 9:00 a.m.
REGISTRATION FOR BUSINESS TRADE t' AIR

'

9:00 a.m. - 10:00 a.m.
KICK-Ot' t' FOR TKADE l<' AIR - Contine ntal breakfast . Location: H.U. Blackburn Center Hilltop Lounge

10:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.
llUSINESS TRADE •' AIR- Open to the public. FREE Minority businesses, large corporations, local merchants and student entrepreneurs
network to facilitate business opportunities , employment and sales or merchandise . Exhibitors will be encouraged to provide giveaways,
discount coupons and internships to studenls .
Location : H.U. Blackbu m Cente r Ballroom
Cost :SSOO per booth

•

FRIDAY,FEBRUARYS,1991
10.00 a.m. - 11 :30 a.m.
'J'AJ•ED 1'' (_)R T .V. t' OKUl\f · (011l'n to th~ Public) Honorees will engage 1n lively discussion about business isslJCS and tl1e audic11ce
participates by asking qucsti!111s.
•
Location: School Of Bu~in e ss Auditorium

•

12:00 p.m. - 2:00 p.m.
AW ARDS l, UNCllEON (Doon open 1t 11 :30 1 .m .) Keyno te speaker, ,-ecugnition o f ho norees, an<l bus ine..-.s plan winne rs (a college '

and high school student and artist) .
Location: Blackbum Center Ballroom
Cost : $50.00 per person; $500.00 per table

•

•

•

'

SCHEDULED AT THE AWARDS LUNCHEON AR E,

MASTER OF CEREMONIES: Ed Gordon (Black Enlertainment Televi,sion)
KEYNOTE SPEAKER: Percy E. Sutton (Inner Cily Broadcasting Corp.)

HONOREES:
National Minority Business Advocate Award
Honorable Parren Mitchell (Former U.S. Congressman)
Local Minority Business Advocate Award

Clemon Wesley (TEXCOMJ
Corporate Minority Business Advocate Award
Ford Motor Company

'•
•

Pioneers
T.M. Alexander (T.M. Alexander & Co./lnSurance Firm)
Arthur Gaston !Booker T . Washington Insurance Co.I
National Honorees
Robert Brown (8 & C Associates/Public Relations Firm)
Ed Lewis (Essence Communications)Herman Russttll (H.J.
Russell Construct;on)
Melanie E. Lomax (Melanie E. Lomax & Associates/law Firm)
Emmit McHenry fNetWork Solutions)

Local Honorees
Paul Devrouax (Oevrouax & Parnell /Architecture
Firm)
Lillian Lincoln Youman (Centennial
One/Maintenance Firm)
Len Parker (Len Parker Mechanical , Inc .}
Marcus Griffith (Hair/ox)

'

Howard Alumni

Donald Temple (Black. Networking
News/ Newspaper)
Hodari Abdul-Ali (Pyramid Bookstores)
Frederick E . Jordan fF . E. Jordan
Associates/ Engineering Firm)
Young Student Entrepreneurs

•

Carter (Omni Plus /African Artifacts)
JamtJs Peters, IV (J .P Investments & Property
Mark

Ma~agement)

Terri Lynn Martin (In Sequence/Fashion Designing)

•

General parking available at !he Howard Inn · $3 .25 • Frre shuttle bus lo conference activities • For
more information call (202) 806-1550
Be there! lt's,an entrepreneurial event you don't want to miss!
•

"

•

I
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HAPPENINGS
In Salute To Black History Month, The
Howard University Student Assoc. Presents
'
a Black Hlllory
Trivia Conlesl. Date:
Tues.,Feb. 26,1991. Place: Blackburn East
Ballroom. ~um1 of Scan ftjlslcr lo rm.
102 Blackbum l'Ontacl Damita Coates.

Situ1tiori: Party. Benefactor: KAPPA
KAPPA PSI Na1ional Band Fraternicy and
A.L'rHAPHIALPHAFratemity,lnc. Place:
Dcj1 Vu. Time: February 2, 9:00 until.
Requirement : Be There!
Economics Society Happy hour al Joplin's
today. 4 p.m. to 8 p.m.
Louisiana Club presents Mardi Gras trip
'(Feb. 8-12, 1991). $110,00 Bus onlyCramplon Box Office. Deadline loday!
Chancellor Williams Historical and Cultural
Association is sponsoring a trip to Ford
Thcalre to see : ''Black Eagles'' for · Info:
(202) 667-5745 by 2-3-91.
MO' BE I IER FOOD Illinois Oub presents
Tas1e of Chicago Feb. 5, 1991 Blackburn
Lower Lobby
Spread the news, Mark Stevens, Baritone
singer Mr. Henry's 1836 Columbia Rd. N.W.
Tues., Wed. 9:30 p.m.. See you there.
Day trip to New York City. Departing Cram.
Aud., Sat. Feb 2, 1991at6 a.m. $20 Round
trip. Junior 202-466-1641.
The

February 1, 1991

Howard

University

Studenl

Association, Black NIA F.O.R.C.E. and
Afrlkan Eye Production Co. present an
Afrlkln Fashion Show. Cost: $3.00. Date:

Feb. 9, 1991. Time: 7-10 p.m. Place:
Blackbum East Ballroom.
Alpha Phi Omega Nal'l Service Fralemity,
Inc. is back and is looking for servk:e-oriented
men and is having an informal info. meeting.
Come ye men and find out. Rm. 148
Blackbum Qr. Feb. 4 Mon. 6:00 p.m.· 7:00
p.m.
AJpha Phi Omega Nal ' I Service Fraternity,
Inc:. is having a formal info. meetin& for all
interes1ed men of service. 11's Aphi 0 time!
Rm. 148 Blackbum Or. Feb. 8 Fri. 6:00
p.m.-7:00 p.m.
One way airline ticket to Cincinnati, OH
April 28, I 991-$100(ncgotiable)(202)462-

089l.
MIS book for sale· $2.5 (workbook included)
797-1813.

COSTUME JEWELRY at AFFORDABLE
Prices!!! Eve,ry Item Below $11 .00 for
appointment Con1ac1 Tricia at 387-6539.
Docs your fade bring about rejection? Then

you need the "Inner-City Connection"
"Cutmaslcr" Mr. Walter Hopkins All c.uts
$5 .50 •cu1s unlimited• $15 .00 (.30 days)
·~stric:tions apply ph . 332-2678 anytime!
Let us sing to your loved one, send 1hem a
singing valentine. They will be available on
the ground floor in Blackbum. Sponsored
by the Howard Gospel Choir.

So what arc you going to do for that special
someone in your life for Valentine's Day.
Well how about a rose or two from ROSE
EXPRESS. ROSE EXPRESS, located on
the ground Door of the Blackburn Center,
February 4th-14th, 1991.

Pittsburgh! Door to door shuttle: yourdonn
to the home front. Leaves weekly on Friday's.
1
Call 462-6.583 for more information.
South CarolineOubmeetingThursday, Feb.
7 @ 6:30 DGH Rm. 222.
MANDATORY Calling AJI SCHOOL of
BUSINESS FRESHMAN Calling ALL
SCHOOL of BUSINESS FRESHMAN
ASSEMBLY Thursday, February 7th @
4:30p.m. FOODWILLBESERVED YOU
MUST BE PRESENT!!
COMING SOON PrcciousGcmsofG~ve
-Phi Groove interest meeting.

I

- I
Altcntion! ! TEXAS CLUB MEE111NG
Tuesday, Feb 5, 1991 @6 p.m. Blackbum
Rm. 150 SWEATSHIRTS ARE IN!!!I
NAACP General body meeting will belheld
on Thursday, Feb. 7 in Locke rm. 105 al
6•00.
Shipping/Word Processing/Electronic Tax
Filing. Adams Morgan/ Dupont Ore le, "Your
One-Stop Sludcnl Support Center", 3878831, Mon-Sat.
The ADvan'ce Team, Hu 's advertising club,
will meet February 6 in CBP, Rm C-244 at6
p.m.

The Coalition for the Homclcu is a non-

Can't find the the time? Come to Time
Management Work.ship Feb. 6, 1991 .5:30
p.m. Rm 148·1.50 Blackburn HPC.

profit organization which operate& four
transitional homes, twcnty·cight family
apartments and three cmcra:cncy shelters.
At the Coalition for the Homeless. our
mission is to help homeless Wuhin&tonians
regain sclf·sufficicncy. Help the homeless

Beta Kappa Chi Meeting Monday,February
4, 1991 al .5:00 p.m. Undergraduate Llbrary-

IAI.

help themselves, for more information call
Karen Silberman at (202) 328-1184.

Transportation available to New York City
leaving from Washington D.C. on a weekly
basis. Call 202-488-0452 for more
information.

CPP OFFICE REGISTRATION- SPRING
1991 RegistrationfortheSpringon-a.mpus
recruitment program and other services is
January 22-Fcbruary 1.5, 1991, between
10:30 AM-3:00 PM. Have ID and current
Certificate of Regjsttation to present for
materials. Students who registered the Fall
Semester must come to CPP Office and reestablish their eligibility. Sign-ups for
interviews begin J1nuary 22. Interviews
start February 4. , REGISTRATION
DEADLINE: FEBRUARY 15, 1991
DEADLINE FOR
SUBMITTING
· COLLEGEINTERVIEWFORM: February
22, 1991. The above procedure is mandatory
for participation in the program. For further
information, call 806-7.513. LOCATION:
Student Resource Center 2nd floor, C.B.
Powell Building 6th & Bryant Sts., NW.

•

'

•

California Oub meeting Wed. '2/6/91 @
.5:1.5 p.m. Blackburn Forum.
Join the club that's going places... the Zoology
Club When: February ll, 1991 Where: Just
Hall Auditorium Time: 5:00 p.m.

HOUSING
Howard students only! Rooms for rent in a
LARGE 7 bedroom house -walk to campus,
near bus line, Safeway 2·bkx:ks, cable ready,
w/w carpet Rooms from $275-37.5 ALL
lfllUTIES INCLUDED Group rate : 15%
off monthly rent when 3 or more students
move in as a group. Call Bea Carey- (202)
291-1480.
Room 4 rent 1 It-ft '285. includes all 111il.
mid-sizcd/w, w/dmic/ Harvard and Georgia
area (202) 462-7456.

'

Renovated two bedroom English basement
apt. One block to campus, w/w carpeting,
washer/dryer, full kitchen and bath .
Backyard. Rooms are llxll and 13x15.
$78- includes utilities. 301-656-393.5 .
Four bedroom house, near campus. Large
living room . Bedroom sizes arc: 14x21,
13x1.5, 14xl.5, and 8x12. Rent ranges from
S220 to $400. Discount for group. (301)
656-3935 .

•
'

ENTHUSIASTIC INDIVIDUAL or
STUDENT ORGANIZATION to
the two most popular Sprina Break
destinations. Daytona Beach and Cancun
Mexico. Earn free trips and cash$$$$ !!I.
Call now. 1-800-26!5-1799.

P'°"""'

PERSONALS

To all Musli~ Salatul JUMAA Iris. 12-1
p.m. prompt call MSHU (202) 291-3790.

Running for a student government position?
Get the Advance Team for all your
advertising needs. Call 232-219.5 for free
consultation.
Join Le Cude Franca.is .5:00 p.m. Douglus
Rm.12.5, Wednesdays No FrcochfJl:pcriencc
Required LookatFreDChfromanAfroc:entric
point of view,

near Federal Triangle metro. 16-20 hours a
week during school year, full time durina
summer. Must type 40 wpm. Call Sarah
Harrington 011377-3301.

• for rent . $300 per month, located al
Rooms
16 Quincy Pl N.E., Call Mrs . Fowler (202)
896-.5~3 pager.
1 Room in townhouse N.W. D.C. Nonsmoker. Separate bath, refrigerator, near bus.,
quiet area. 6-month lease. Call evenings.
weekends. 202- 726-8186.

Happy belated birthday to Tracee and Tania
and happy birthday to day to Tisha ... Finally
Love Tracey
Syvcra, Happy 21st birthday Bring it in
RIGHT!!! A friend
53 D.O. I.S. At a time when the meaning of
our name is constantly questioned, 1 am
proud to say our sisterhood is truly standing
the test of time. RC member January 1.5 and
let the mission of those sixteen proud strong
black women forever be our guide. Love34A-90 SK.EE-WEE!!
To a very sweet and nice young lady. Happy
18th birthday Ayanna (Feb. 3). You'relcgal!
Love April H.
To my favorite gummi-bear catin' Janet
J11ck~n fan . Happy 19th birthday Nikki
(Feb. 4) Just remember to dedicate one of
your Oscars lo me . Love April.
Booba- I love y9u . 4 mos. Soon & forever
yours!!! Boobie!I

Hi, my name is Kim. I would like tointrodu<Z
myself & the store I work for: Up Against
The Wall, in Wonder Plaza. we now employ
4 Howard students and 2 fonner graduates.
( 1 in management). We would like to thank
you for shopping with us. The Staff
1-26-91 HAPPY belated "19th" b.irthday
Valerie L.Tuckcr!!! Your sis., Kim .
Retha, I love you. The one who loves you
most.
To N20(Denver)Therc 's a ribbon in the sky
for our love. Atonal
To Hatita, If it 's the questions you seek, the
answers I have. The pencil is a 505 B Flat
(AKA skinny)
:ao

Apts. For renl at Marina View Towers MVT
Has set aside a limited amount of aptsjusl for
college students. Rent is very affordable .
IUtllltics Included and one month's free rent.
Call .543-1986 (8!5) for more info.

The brolhers of Kappa Kappa Psi would like
to th~nk all those who participated in the IAJ
conference

IRoom for rent $200 per month, newly
renovated, close to campus, house to share
lwith three other female students. Contact
Charise Paige at (202)291-9436. Available
immedialcly.

The Hannonious brothers of Kappa Kappa
Psi would like to welcome back Ricley A.
Reeves on a long, hard foughljourncy to the
land of Psi. Brothers of Ela Omega Chapter
of Kappa Kappa Psi

lWO BEDROOM APT. TO SHARE!!!
Completely furnished, w/d, ale. near metro,
nice neighborhood, female students. For
further info., call 699-8847 after 7PM.

Derrick, Aaron & C1rlton: I'm really glad
we became friends-Finals '90 would have
NEVER been the same . Remember the
video slap. Seriously-I love you guys.
Soul Searcher.

I

JOBS
BABYSl 11 ER·RcsponsiblecoUcge student,
pickup 2 kids from day care@ 5:30, for 3
~ours- M/W/F, (202) 291-0832.

'
'

Part time jobs available in the A.M. with
house cleaning service. Most jobs four or
(ive hours, several times a week (some.
weekends) S.5.00 per hour/ we will 1rain you .
CAU. Nikki after 3 PM weekdays only. 202
832-4293.

'

Happy Birthday, Curby!! 2-06·72 From
your sister, Boolhcad
r
Tone and Adrian : Thanks for beatin&: the
heU out of me. Maybe now 1 can take on
Mike Tyson. What do you think?
Nevertheless, I still love you both. Peace
(hah!), Soul Searcher
Happy Birthday Hazel (7-A-90)!!!! Love
A1ways, Lisa (18-A-90) ·
Happy Birthday Whitney!!! (Feb. 6) See ya

New H.U. Magazine needs wri1crs, meeting
11 7 p.m., February 7 in Slowe Hall.
JOB HUNTING? Wccanhclp! Free details.
Write today to: Lee & Associates, P.O . box
8096, Silver Spring, MD 20907
(Guaran1ecd!).

HEY DADRA, We love you and miss
you already . Have a TRIBAL birthday
and remember this: Carry your books,

your fruits, and your verb stick all in
lhe same bag! LOVE, DWAYNE,_
TERRENCE, DAKOTA, LALANIA

The Metro YMCA will be hosting a job
rCFruitmcnt booth on Feb. 4, From 10:00
AM-3:00PM- ground floor Blackburn.

I

Stay-in-School jobs available at International
Trade Administration of the U.S. Dept. of
c1mmcrce. $7.28 to $8.00/hour. Located

NUFF RESPECT
CHRISSY,
GUESS WHO? IT'S ME AGAIN
JUST THINKING ABOUT YOU

K.C.

r

Get th~ XI8d Calling Card and your first call is free.

'•

•

'

'!here's no bener time to speak your mind.
Because now \\hen you get your free AT&T Calling Card, you11
get your first IS-minute call f~
.,..
With your AT&T Calling Carri, you can call
11
.-.- from almost anywhere 10 anywhere. And you
,,, 000 , 1, 0 ttll
can keep your card, even if you move and get
~.~·

""" '" •• "" '

__ a new phone num~.
»

Our Calling Card is pan of the

AT&T Student Saver Plus program, a whole package of products and

services designed to make a sruden1's budget go farthet
So look for AT&T Calling Carri applications on campus.
Or call us at 1800 525'7955, Ext. 65S.
And lei freedom ring.
~ Helping make college life a little easier.

The right choice.
•A 000 value for a coaM{!)·roast calling Card C2U. Applies to rustomt.'f ·dialed call<i made during the Ailli:T Ntghr/
ll'ed<end callui! period, llpm to S.m, Sunday through Th.m;day and llpm lti<lay through lpm Sonday. \bu may recd><
more abs calling lime deperding on where and when )00 call. Applic:ltions must bi.: receiYed by December 31, 1991.

